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FROM THE EDITOR

I HAVE been delighted in recent weeks to see unprecedented media coverage of evidential mediumship. It began with a major feature in the October issue of Elle magazine, which has a 1.1 million circulation in the USA and produces 46 other editions globally.

In a moving, detailed account of her husband’s terminal illness and the spirit messages she received from him after his passing, Lisa Chase gave the magazine’s readers an impressive insight into the emotional journey that inevitably accompanies such a quest.

“Losing my husband – and finding him again through a medium” tells the story of Peter Kaplan, the New York Observer’s respected editor, who died in 2013, and his communications with his wife, an Elle editor, through medium Lisa Kay.

It’s a story that will have reached millions more by being shared through Facebook, Twitter and other social media networks.

Ross Douthat, an Op-Ed columnist on the New York Times, also felt moved to recommend it to his followers, referring to it as a personal essay in which Lisa Chase “describes her experiences communicating with what she thinks (not unreasonably, on the evidence presented) is Peter’s ‘discarnate’ spirit”.

Then the UK’s Mail Online hit us with the first instalment (17 October) of an account of her own impressive mediumship by English teacher Laura Lynne Jackson.

And, of course, Psychic News has its own exclusive story in this issue about a spirit communication through medium Debra Martin from a woman whose revelation that she had been murdered has put the killer in prison.

Both Debra Martin and Laura Lynne Jackson are among 19 evidential mediums accredited by the Windbridge Institute for Applied Research in Human Potential. They each give their time freely to the institute in its quest to verify the accuracy of mediumship and explore ways in which it can be used, particularly in helping the bereaved cope with their grief.

By a happy coincidence – or divine timing! – this issue also describes Windbridge’s scientific work and profiles its co-director, Julie Beischel, who was also featured in the Elle article.

The Windbridge Institute’s aim, simply, is to change the world’s perceptions of after-death communications. I’m glad they are now enjoying recognition from mainstream media.

ROY STEMMAN

Psychic News: the voice of Spiritualism

Two of Spiritualism’s leading exponents helped create and launch Psychic News in 1932. Hannen Swaffer, one of the UK’s most famous journalists, and Maurice Barbanell, a businessman who was also a trance medium, recognised the need for a publication that would satisfy the public’s desire for up-to-date and independent information about Spiritualism and mediumship.

They regularly addressed audiences of thousands in theatres around the country as families came to terms with the loss of loved ones who had died in World War I and the devastating Spanish flu pandemic of 1918. Barbanell was its first editor and Swaffer became a regular contributor.

Today, eight decades later, Psychic News continues to be the independent voice of Spiritualism in a very different world. What has not changed is the desire to have an answer to The Big Question: What happens after death? Psychic News makes a unique contribution to that debate every month with news, features and opinion pieces that explore the evidence for an afterlife and spirit communication.

Above all, Spiritualism and Psychic News are life-affirming, so our features also explore ways in which readers can enrich their lives spiritually and make the right choices. Why not let us be your travelling companion, offering words of wisdom and support, as you continue on your soul’s journey through this lifetime?
Famous New York editor’s spirit return
His wife – also an editor – paints a vivid picture of her grief and the comfort she received from his messages through medium Lisa Kay

PETER KAPLAN was a force to be reckoned with in American journalism. Best known for his 15-year role as editor-in-chief of weekly newspaper The New York Observer, he is also recognised for modernising journalism for the digital age.

He died in November 2013 after a stem cell transplant failed to prevent the return of lymphoma.

His wife, Lisa Chase, who is an editor on Elle magazine, has now shared with the global magazine’s readership the experiences and emotions that followed his death and that led to her calling medium Lisa Kay (pictured below) in the hope of making contact with his spirit.

Her account is about much more than the impressive mediumistic communications she received. She also weaves into the story a string of remarkable coincidences and other incidents that seemed to have special meaning.

“My dreams were invaded regularly by Peter in the first months after his death, with an insistence that woke me at four in the morning almost daily. Frankly, that’s how he was in life. If he called me and I didn’t pick up the phone, he’d call again. And again. And again. And again.

“He didn’t really care what I was doing that might be keeping me from calling him back: when he wanted to talk, he wanted to talk.”

It was therefore totally in character, when she phoned Lisa Kay to arrange a phone reading, that her husband started communicating immediately. This wasn’t how the medium liked to work. Payment in advance was a condition of giving a reading and she was peeved by Peter Kaplan’s insistence. “He’s here,” she said. “He wants to talk now.” And he did, giving two names immediately: David, his son, and James, his brother.

Kaplan also found other ways to make his presence felt.

“Davey, then nine, was dreaming of him, too. One morning, he said, ‘Last night Daddy and I had fun.’”

Then, on New Year’s Eve, as mother and son walked home from a friend’s, Davey said, “This is the gateway to next year, Mommy. Next year at this time, we’ll still be sad, but maybe we won’t have the crazy thoughts in our heads.”

Then he added, “Daddy is with us now. He says he wants you to hold his hand.”

Lisa Chase writes: “I was holding Davey’s hand in my right, with my keys in my left... Again, Davey asked me to do it, and so I put the keys in my coat pocket and held out my left hand in the cold air.”

Lisa Chase’s very full and touching account of the evidence she received from the New York medium will have brought comfort and hope to many readers in a similar situation. She doesn’t draw conclusions or state categorically that she was in touch with her dead husband, leaving readers to draw their own conclusions.

In her attempt to understand mediumistic processes and complexities, Kaplan’s widow talked with Julie Beischel about the scientific work carried out at the Windbridge Institute for Applied Research in Human Potential (see feature, pages 17-19).

Beischel explained that sitters could seldom expect 100 per cent accuracy in mediumistic communications. “As a medium, you have to have this sort of right-brained ability to hear from the dead, but also have one foot grounded to be able to differentiate the noise from the signal.”
New psychic phenomenon:

Spiritual Pioneer Centres are big success

THE LATEST Spiritualists’ National Union (SNU) Spiritual Pioneer Centre has opened its doors.

The inaugural service of Manea Spiritual Pioneer Centre, Cambridgeshire, was conducted by SNU president Minister David Bruton.

Medium and healer Annie Seymour-Callow, its chairman and one of the founding members, said, “We are delighted to have the SNU’s support. We started offering spiritual healing in and around the village, and found there were lots of people interested in trying it, and wanting to find out more about Spiritualism.

“Although there are SNU churches in Ely and King’s Lynn (other areas of East Anglia), there was nothing local for this community. Our centre’s patron pioneer in spirit is the famous healer, Harry Edwards. We will have a strong focus on healing, mediumship and raising money for local charities.”

She is joined at Manea by fellow founders Gary Callow (treasurer), Pat Canfield (secretary) and SNU Minister Simone Key.

Diss and District Pioneer Centre also opened in April this year, in Scole, Norfolk, five years after the SNU opened its first Pioneer Centre in Balderton, Newark, in April 2010. The second was launched in the village of Waddington, Lincolnshire, in January 2011.

With eight Spiritual Pioneer Centres now up and running, it’s time to take a closer look at this phenomenon.

Spiritualist churches sometimes operate from rented premises which close, or have new owners whose plans do not cater for Spiritualists. Travel problems can also create difficulties. In many cases the ultimate solution has been re-location or closure.

Referring to the new Pioneer Centres at the SNU’s 2011 Annual General Meeting, David Bruton explained:

“For too long I have sat at National Executive Council (NEC) meetings and watched as we report the closures of our churches. Now we are growing again, taking Union Spiritualism out into new areas that have had no Union presence before, or are re-establishing a presence that was lost. We have been too slow in the past to address the need.”

Asked at that AGM, “Why open Pioneer Centres to grow the Spiritualist movement when the NEC cannot control its existing churches?” Minister Steven Upton, then chairman of the SNU Publicity and Public Relations Committee, replied:

“The NEC does not control its churches, because it does not have any. Churches are controlled by an elected committee, by and from its members, and are affiliated to the SNU.

“We are looking for areas where there is no Seven Principles Spiritualism, and we...”
are enabling Individual (Class B) members to open a church. We are providing the financial means and equipment to do so. These new churches are not affiliated to the SNU in the same way as the other churches. We effectively own them and therefore needed a new name to differentiate them. They are called Pioneer Centres."

In an interview with Psychic News soon after the Manea centre opening, David Bruton gave this response to our questions about the impact of Spiritual Pioneer Centres on attendance at existing churches.

“The original concept was to establish them in areas where there is no SNU church,” he explained. “This policy still stands.

“However, occasionally we have requests from people wishing to establish centres where we already have coverage in the locality. We then contact the churches in the area and look closely at the population and coverage. It would be pointless to establish a centre which would draw attendance from an established SNU church."

Asked if he was satisfied and encouraged by the result, he replied: “The simple answer is ‘Yes’. The initiative has been a great success. The SNU, like many other organisations in our modern world, has to recognise when planning for the future, some aspects need to change. Many of our churches were established over 100 years ago. All too often the location, which was just right then, has changed – sometimes beyond recognition.

“Some churches now find themselves in the middle of industrial estates or retail parks, far away from the congregation they seek to serve. Without the restriction of a fixed location, Pioneer Centres can react quickly to changes, taking Spiritualism to areas where, historically, there has been no provision."

When asked what advantages Pioneer Centres gave the SNU, Bruton was very positive.

“As president, I am very clear that our churches are the backbone of the movement, and long may that continue. However effective the Union is in propagating our teachings nationally, what counts for thousands of people, week in, week out, is the ability to visit a church, to share a service with like-minded people, and be part of a physical community."

“We are often told that the future is online, and I accept we need a strong online presence, but the ability to attend a church is still important to a significant percentage of the population. The touch and presence of the spirit is not, in my mind an experience that can become digital."

Footnote: Six years ago the BBC Religious Department, in Spiritualism at a Glance, pronounced Spiritualism to be the eighth largest religion in the UK.

“The SNU, like many other organisations in our modern world, has to recognise when planning for the future, some aspects need to change”

Pat Canfield (Secretary), Gary Callow (Treasurer) and Annie Seymour-Callow (Chairman)
Medium reveals double life as an English teacher

FOR 16 years, Laura Lynne Jackson lived a double life. By day the Long Island, New York, mother of three taught teenagers about *Macbeth* and *The Grapes of Wrath*, and by night she gave mediumistic readings over the phone.

“I’d be having private phone conversations with everyone from celebrities and athletes to astronauts and politicians, giving them a glimpse of something beyond the accepted bounds of human experience,” she wrote in the first instalment of a biographical feature in the *Mail Online* (17 October).

It was a closely guarded secret because she felt sure that if the headmistress knew she would lose her job. But when some fellow teachers saw her name associated with a spiritual event, Laura decided to confess.

With trepidation, she approached the headmistress. Jane, and explained that outside of school hours she used her gift to comfort others. To Laura’s surprise, the headmistress asked her if she could see anyone around her.

“Immediately, the gates in my mind flew open,” she writes, “and the Other Side started flooding me with information. I didn’t want to ‘read’ Jane – but I was suddenly communicating with her mother, who’d died decades earlier.”

“When I told Jane that her mother’s name was Margaret, her mouth dropped open. She got up, walked around her desk and closed her office door.”

The headmistress then had a 40-minute reading at the end of which she got up and hugged the English teacher. “Your gift is beautiful,” she said simply.

Laura was free to continue her work as a medium and they agreed on how Laura should respond if others got to hear about it. That happened when a well-known pop star, for whom Laura read regularly, invited her to one of her concerts. Afterwards, the singer posted a picture of them together on Instagram.

When she arrived for work next morning, the whole school knew about her special powers. It was time to make the statement she had agreed with her headmistress:

“Yes, I am a psychic medium,” I said. “I’ve been tested by scientific researchers who have verified my abilities. But this part of my life is separate from my job as a teacher. So I won’t discuss it further – and I won’t read for anyone in any of my classes, so don’t even ask.”

Laura Lynne Jackson is one of 19 accredited mediums who assist the Windbridge Institute for Applied Research in Human Potential (see pages 17-19).

What that means, in terms of the readings she gives, is made very clear in her *Mail Online* story:

“I don’t read tea leaves or tarot cards; I’m not a fortune teller and I don’t use a crystal ball. I’m simply someone who possesses a gift that is more focused in me than others.”

The *Mail Online* extracts are from *Light Between Us: Lessons From Heaven* by Laura Lynne Jackson (Century) £14.99.
Leading medium marries

IRISH medium Paul Brereton and fellow Spiritualist Tina Elven met when they participated in a JV Trust Week at the Arthur Findlay College. That meeting led to romance and they decided to marry.

It was therefore an added pleasure for the couple that two of the JV trustees played a large part in their wedding day. Margaret Davis conducted the service at Sutton Coldfield Spiritualist Church on 19 September, while her husband Hugh volunteered to be chauffeur for the day.

Paul’s mediumship was featured in a profile in the first issue of Psychic News when it relaunched (December 2011), which marked our return as a major Spiritualist magazine.

 Psychic from childhood, Paul was raised in the Roman Catholic faith, but came into Spiritualism after having a visionary experience at his mother’s passing when he was 34. He took part in awareness classes for 18 months, and studied with medium Doreen Elston:

“A wise, experienced lady. She didn’t let me on to a platform for a good few years,” said Paul, who also praised his tutors at the Arthur Findlay College.

“As soon as I went to Stansted on a JV Trust Week I knew I was home, and just burst into tears. That was the first time I met Margaret Davis. She put her arms around me and said, “You’re home, aren’t you?”

Members of Sutton Coldfield Spiritualist Church gave their very best wishes to Paul and his bride Tina, describing their marriage as “a truly spiritual union.”

“Psychic from childhood, Paul was raised in the Roman Catholic faith but came into Spiritualism after having a visionary experience at his mother’s passing when he was 34.”
MARRIED couple Mark and Debby Constantino, who appeared on various episodes of the Travel Channel’s Ghost Adventures between 2008 and 2011, as experts in electronic voice phenomena (EVP) and ghostly voices, were found dead in a Sparks, Nevada, apartment in September.

The couple were estranged and there had been a history of physical abuse. Debby had obtained a restraining order on Mark a week before the tragedy.

The ghost-hunting couple’s bodies were discovered after a woman called police to say that on returning home in Reno she had discovered a male roommate dead and her other roommate, Debby Constantino, missing.

Police confirmed James Anderson had died from a gunshot wound to the head.

Cell phone records led police to the Constantinos’ daughter’s Sparks apartment where they were greeted with gunfire. There was a standoff and Mark Constantino is reported to have said, “Give me 15 minutes to gather my thoughts or I’ll kill her.”

Eventually, officers used explosives to gain entry and found the couple dead. It appears that he had killed his wife and then committed suicide.

A month earlier, Mark had been charged with kidnapping and domestic battery by strangulation after allegedly pulling Debby from a car, taking her inside a house and attempting to strangle her.

The couple’s adult daughter, Raquel, was also charged with kidnapping, domestic battery and vehicle burglary following the incident. Both were subsequently freed from jail on bail.

“...
THERE WAS a buzz of excitement in September when the scaffolding was finally removed from the front of Worthing Spiritualist Church, West Sussex.

It revealed the newly-renovated frontage of this “beautiful, compact little church”: the description used by famous Spiritualist Sir Arthur Conan Doyle when he opened it on 24 March 1926.

Graham Baker, a Lancing stonemason and Sherlock Holmes fan, provided the new foundation plaques and refurbished the Conan Doyle plaque. When the church secretary thanked him for his work, he replied in true Holmes idiom: “It’s elementary”.

Completion of the renovation was celebrated with a harvest tea, in aid of Worthing Churches’ Homeless Projects. This was followed by a demonstration of mediumship by Brighton medium, Louise Eaton.

Church president Val Upton said: “Those who serve the church are ever mindful of the good work that takes place within these four walls. The restoration work that has taken place is a token of our respect for the founders of this beautiful building, who worked so hard all those years ago to realise their dream. It is our duty to make sure that dream lives on.”

All are welcome, regardless of their religion. As Sir Arthur Conan Doyle said in his opening address, 89 years ago: “Spiritualism is as broad as the human race.”
Lack of Proof?

AMERICAN satellite and cable company TNT Drama has cancelled *Proof* after one 10-episode season. The TV series featured Jennifer Beals as a doctor researching reincarnation and near-death experiences. Poor viewing figures and critics’ lack of enthusiasm are said to be the main factors in the decision.

Mediumistic theme wins BBC Short Story Award

A TROUBLING encounter between a medium visiting a family whose teenage daughter has disappeared is the theme of novelist Jonathan Buckley’s *Briar Road* which won the 10th BBC National Short Story Award 2015, announced in September.

Described as “a quiet, intriguing mystery” in which the visiting clairvoyant is the narrator, it beat works by Hilary Mantel and Mark Haddon to win the £15,000 prize.

Uri’s mansion on market for £15m

WHEN spoon-bender Uri Geller spoke to *Psychic News* in September about his decision to relocate to Israel (PN October 2015) he said he had not then made a decision about selling the 12,000 sq ft mansion at Sonning, Berkshire, in which he and his wife, Hannah, had lived for 35 years.

But he seems to have changed his mind. According to the Mail Online (15 October) the riverside Palladian-style property is now on the market for £15 million.

The announcement is accompanied by 15 stunning images of the mansion’s interior and exterior, including a brown velvet sofa that was a favourite of his friend Michael Jackson when he visited and a black leather chair once owned by Yves St Laurent.

There has been talk of Geller donating a bent spoon sculpture to the village but it seems to have disappeared. Vandalism rather than dematerialisation seems to be the likely explanation.
Dennis Jones leaves this world on a high note

AS A Minister of the Spiritualists’ National Union (SNU), Reading-based Dennis Jones, who passed on 18 September, often officiated at funerals. It was just one of his areas of expertise and he readily shared his advice and experiences with others, not only on a personal level but also through his regular contributions to Psychic News.

As well as writing as an individual Spiritualist on a variety of topics – the declining standard of mediumship, the death of Saddam Hussein, the need to recognise the next plane of existence as a state of consciousness rather than a physical location were among the topics he tackled – he also served as spokesman for the SNU in his role as its public relations officer, to which he was appointed in 2006.

A working medium, Dennis also served many churches in Berkshire and surrounding areas.

His love of jazz and big band music occasionally crept into his writings and he clearly had a soft spot for Ronnie Scott’s in London’s Soho. A phone call to the famous jazz club, he revealed, would often be answered by Ronnie Scott himself, and when asked what time a show would start, his response was likely to be, “When can you get here?”

Dennis was also understandably amused by the title of Ronnie Scott’s biography, published in 1986: Let’s Join Hands and Contact the Living!

Unsurprisingly, Dennis offered wise words on the need to plan funerals and to choose the music that would accompany the proceedings. Writing on the subject in Psychic News (20 May, 2006) he advised:

“Reverence with humour can often be usefully combined. The inclusion of popular music adds to the dimension of the eternal character of the deceased person and perhaps negates a moment of sadness for mourners.

“So far as my funeral service is concerned the choice of entry and exit music will be in the very capable hands – or should I say lungs? – of Francis Albert Sinatra, with the full version of My Way on the way in and Come Fly With Me on the way out.”

The latter, he suggested, would be from the Sinatra at The Sands album with the Count Basie Orchestra, “played as loud as the local crematorium managers will permit.”

As a man of many words, and also true to his word, that’s precisely what took place at Dennis’s funeral on 2 October at Reading Crematorium, with the addition of a Sammy Davis Jr song, Once In a Lifetime and the hymn There Is No Death, for good measure. He also suggested the wording on his memorial (if any) should be, “The best is yet to come”.

Joan Bygrave, president of Brighton Church and a good friend, officiated.
NEWS that Aunt Alicia had died in Peru came as a shock to her niece and nephew, who live in the United States. She had appeared to be in good health when they last saw her and should have had many more years to look forward to.

But stomach cancer and a heart attack had brought her life to a premature end, they were told, and Alicia Becerra had been laid to rest in a beautiful grave in the local cemetery.

The dead woman’s niece, Marita Wilson – daughter of Alicia’s sister – who lives in Phoenix, Arizona, USA, wanted reassurance that the spirit of her aunt was at peace. A friend’s connection led her to a TV news producer who arranged a reading with a medium, Debra Martin.

Marita agreed, even though she had never had any contacts with psychics and mediums in the past. And the reading was recorded.

“All that the medium was told, because it was all that the TV producer knew, was that the sitter hoped to hear from the spirit of her aunt at peace. A friend’s connection led her to a TV news producer who arranged a reading with a medium, Debra Martin. Marita agreed, even though she had never had any contacts with psychics and mediums in the past. And the reading was recorded.

“All that the medium was told, because it was all that the TV producer knew, was that the sitter hoped to hear from the spirit of her aunt at peace. A friend’s connection led her to a TV news producer who arranged a reading with a medium, Debra Martin. Marita agreed, even though she had never had any contacts with psychics and mediums in the past. And the reading was recorded.

“Marita soon knew that these messages were coming from Aunt Alicia. Her aunt’s personality was coming through and the beginning of the reading was full of love and laughter.”

Debra mentioned a heart attack which, on reflection, she believes was the aunt’s way of drawing attention to how she was supposed to have died. Then, suddenly, Debra corrected herself.

“I received a vision that was like a flash that ran through my mind, as if I saw a glimpse of a movie. I didn’t like the vision I was given. What I was seeing was that someone strangled her aunt. She died of suffocation.

“I was going to have to share with Marita that her aunt was murdered. I didn’t expect this, and I wasn’t sure if the family was going to be able to handle this information. I told them that whatever comes through, your aunt wants you to be at peace. This was very important to her. Everyone agreed, which made the aunt at peace and ready to voice more through me.”

Despite their readiness to receive Aunt Alicia’s message, Marita admitted it was very difficult for her to be told that her aunt had been murdered. She couldn’t understand why. Who would want to do that?

“Astonishingly, Debra Martin was able to answer those questions. She described a tall man with dark skin and thick Afro-style black hair and she indicated he was known to the aunt. The murder victim drew special attention to a blue shirt he was wearing. And then she gave a name: Marcos.

“There had been a dispute and Aunt Alicia had refused to sign papers relating to her property. So she was strangled.

“None of this detail meant anything to Marita Wilson but she and her family were satisfied by the other information they had received that the spirit of Alicia Becerra had been communicating through Debra Martin.

“Soon, Marita Wilson flew to Peru and consulted lawyers. If there was any truth in the spirit message from her aunt, there was only one way to find out. She sought an exhumation of Alicia Becerra’s body and an autopsy.

“Just three months after her funeral, the aunt’s body was taken from the grave. Those conducting the autopsy were astonished at its state of preservation. Fluid blood was removed and her vital organs were undamaged. What’s more, there was no sign of stomach cancer or of a heart attack. The causes of her demise, as stated on the death certificate, were clearly false.

“Instead, the autopsy discovered that her lungs were totally collapsed. There was only one explanation for this: Alicia Becerra had been asphyxiated. She had been strangled to death, just as she had stated in the Debra Martin séance.”
Marita admitted it was very difficult for her to be told that her aunt had been murdered. She couldn’t understand why. Who would want to do that? Astonishingly, Debra Martin was able to answer those questions.

It took another year before the investigation into what was now recognised as a murder case brought the desired result.

“On 21 November, 2008, I received an email from Marita Wilson telling me they had caught the murderer! He not only fitted the description I had given but the name I gave – Marcos – was also involved.”

The killer, Jesus Romeros, admitted his part in the crime and is now serving 20 years in a Peruvian jail.

Alicia Becerra owned an impressive property in a lush part of Peru and it seems likely that she fell victim to a scam that would enable others to take over the land. But she realised what was being planned and refused. It is possible she was forced to sign but the shakiness of her signature indicated it was done under duress. Investigators found other evidence of fraud involved in the signing away of the aunt’s property.

Even so, Marita Wilson has been involved in a long legal battle to win back the land and property. By 19 September, 2012, a Peruvian judge gave positive approval of Marita Wilson’s case, paving the way for more judicial action that would enable the return of the property to the family.

It was not until December last year that a judge finally ordered the return of the property to the Wilson family, and Marita wrote the following to Debra Martin, whose evidential mediumship had first revealed an undetected murder and put
SPIRIT COMMUNICATION

Debra Martin describes the murderer’s hairstyle (Photo: Spectrum Video and Film)

the murderer behind bars:

“After more than seven years in court, it was finally declared that the property be returned to my Aunt Alicia because it was proven that the transfer the murderer did was 100 per cent illegal.

“Now we need to work on transferring the property to my Mom as the universal heir. This process will take at least one year but the most important part was to prove that what the murderer did was false and unjust and that he got caught and is paying the price for it.

“In the end, justice prevailed for Aunt Alicia and the family, and her soul can finally rest in peace.”

Debra Martin believes there’s still more to be told about this story. She is certain that the killer, Jesus Romeros, was acting under instructions from someone else – a Mr Big – and that he will not reveal this person’s identity or his life will come to a premature end in prison. Perhaps, when his life draws to a close naturally, he will reveal who was behind the attempt to defraud Alicia Becerra and her family.

The most powerful element of this astonishing story, of course, is that the deceased Aunt Alicia solved her own murder, giving justice to an entire family. Without her voice, speaking from the spirit world through Debra Martin, there would have been no case.

Although the original TV recording of the mediumistic reading was never broadcast, an audio recording exists and Debra Martin is including a transcript of the sitting with Marita, her mother and son, in a forthcoming book, Soul To Soul. It consists largely of evidential readings, including others involving murder.

Debra is also an accomplished healer. Check out her websites: www.goldenmiracles.com and www.debraandsher.com.

Debra is one of 20 evidential mediums who give their time freely to the Windbridge Institute for Applied Research in Human Potential in its exciting study of mediumship. Turn the page to read an in-depth interview with Julie Beischel, its co-director, about the important work it is doing. ■

Debra Martin describes the murderer’s hairstyle (Photo: Spectrum Video and Film)

The murderer (Photo: Spectrum Video and Film)

“ Aunt Alicia solved her own murder, giving justice to an entire family. Without her voice there would have been no case

FURTHER READING

As well as her soon-to-be-published book, Soul To Soul, which will tell the full story of the Alicia Becerra case and others, Debra Martin is the author of three other books: Believe Beyond Seeing, Direct Connect to God and a children’s book, Me and My Angels (all available on Amazon).
They have repeatedly produced the evidence in readings that are conducted under strict test conditions that ensure no ‘leakage’ of data to the mediums and experimenters before and during the readings.

YOU HAVE lost someone near and dear to you. You are open to the possibility of life after death and communication between the next world and this. So you decide to seek out a reputable medium and book your very first sitting.

If you seek advice about what to expect from that reading, chances are you will be told not to go hoping to hear from one particular person in the next world.

So, with great difficulty, you try to put aside your high hopes and the aching sense of loss that you have felt ever since they died.

Informal mediumistic rules that have been adhered to within Spiritualism for over a century and a half advise you to empty your mind and heart of expectations so as not to create barriers between yourself and the deceased person you would dearly love to hear from, as you embark on your first mediumistic encounter.

“‘You can’t expect the medium to have any control over what happens,” insists Julie Beischel, who trained in pharmacology and toxicology before a career switch that saw her setting up the Windbridge Institute for Applied Research in Human Potential in Tucson, Arizona, and becoming its director of research.

“The medium doesn’t have any control over who contacts her, any more than you have control over who’s going to be on the end of the line when you answer the phone,” she explains.

It’s good advice, of course, because mediums are simply channels or conduits for the information they receive. It’s the dead who call us up, not the other way around. It’s they who decide whether or not they wish to communicate. Without their cooperation, nothing would happen.

And yet, having said all that, the truth is that Julie Beischel and her Windbridge Institute researchers, including husband Mark Boccuzzi, have shown that it is possible to hear from a loved one you have specifically requested.

What’s more, they have repeatedly produced the evidence in readings that are conducted under strict test conditions that ensure no “leakage” of data to the mediums or experimenters before and during the readings. In other words, all those concerned – mediums, sitters and researchers – are blinded to the various elements.

Despite that, the results are stunningly significant, raising important questions about how mediumship works and what further experiments should be conducted in order to achieve even greater understanding of the powers certain gifted individuals possess that enable them to relay messages from the dead.
Before reviewing those issues with Julie Beischel, Psychic News asked what had led to her career decision, a little over a decade ago, to change direction and embark on mediumship research.

“I have a very traditional, mid-Western Catholic family background of German origin, and I’d never heard of mediums. My mother, with whom I had a difficult relationship, had died a year or so earlier and I talked about her a lot with two aunts – her sisters – who came from Ohio to visit me and my sister in Arizona.

“The television was on in the background and it was showing John Edward’s Cross Over. ‘What’s the deal with that?’ I asked. It intrigued me but, being a TV programme, I had no way of knowing how much I could accept at face value. As a scientist I was keen to answer that question for myself, and since I knew someone who was ‘freshly dead’ – my mother, who committed suicide – I decided to conduct my own investigation.”

Beischel obtained the details of a medium – named only as Angela in her book Among Mediums: a scientist’s quest for answers (see “Further Reading”) – and drove for two hours from Tucson to Phoenix to keep an appointment with her.

It was, she tells us, her first and only reading from a medium. But it totally changed her life. At first sceptical, since some of the medium’s statements made no sense to her at that time, Beischel slowly began recognising statements as being relevant to her grandmother and then her mother.

She leaves the reader to make his or her own assessment before observing: “Walking down Angela’s driveway back to the car, I felt strangely normal for having just spoken with my dead mother. I decided that the only thing weird about the experience was that somehow it wasn’t weird at all.”

What was weird, however, was the reaction of some professors and fellow students, at the graduate school and hospital where she was studying and working, when she discussed the reading with them. She writes:

“As good scientists, most thought it was interesting and believed that the facts I conveyed reflected what had really happened. A couple, however, were too mired in their cultural, religious, and/or materialist worldviews and literally told me that what I was describing couldn’t be true.”

As someone with a tremendously strong sense of justice, I thought it was entirely unfair for trained scientists to conclude that a whole phenomenon was impossible even in light of testimony provided by one of their colleagues. I think that it was then and there that my future

“Beischel began by analysing her own reading, discovering that 93 per cent of statements that related to her mother were correct. When she asked her aunts to score the reading they recognised statements as accurate that had meant nothing to Beischel. They gave the reading a similarly high mark.

The person who had recommended Angela through a mutual acquaintance was psychologist Prof Gary E. Schwartz who had conducted research with TV medium John Edward and others. She reported back to him on the successful reading with Angela and after a few meetings with him he offered her a post-doctoral fellowship in his laboratory at the University of Arizona.

Her study of mediums began in earnest as soon as she had finished her PhD. By 2007 her name was appearing on academic papers seeking a greater understanding of mediumship, first with Schwartz as co-author and later, following the establishment of the Windbridge Institute, with various other researchers, including Mark Boccuzzi, Adam J. Rock, Michael Bluso, Chad Mosher, Arnaud Delorme, Leena Michel, Dean Radin and Paul J. Mills.

The collaborators’ expertise reflects the many different aspects of mediumship that Beischel and her team are already looking into and hope to explore in the future. What began as proof-oriented research looking for evidence of discarnate communication has now broadened into studies that explore the process and nature of mediumistic experiences.

It helps enormously having a husband who not only shares her passion for parapsychology (see “Love in a box”) but also plays an active role in the research. Quality control was introduced into the Windbridge Institute experiments by seeking out, testing and accrediting mediums whose readings are focused on providing evidence.

As a result, Beischel and her co-researchers now have a team of 20 first-class mediums who give their services free in the interests of science. Their readings, conducted under blind conditions, are designed to answer and destroy the many criticisms which sceptics have levelled at previous mediumship research, claiming to provide proof that consciousness survives death. Her first paper with Schwartz in 2007, published in Explore, the Journal of Science and Healing and titled “Anomalous information reception by research mediums demonstrated using a novel triple-blind protocol”, caused quite a stir.

It involved eight mediums whose blind readings for sitters were scored highly, and “supported the conclusion that certain mediums are capable of anomalous information reception (AIR), the reporting of accurate and specific information about discarnates without prior knowledge about the discarnates or sitters, in the absence of any sensory feedback, and without using deceptive means”.

Now, eight years later and working with other researchers, Beischel has
successfully replicated and extended those findings. The results, published in Explore at the beginning of this year (see: “Consistent and Significant Results”), demonstrate once again that when asked to provide information about deceased individuals for whom only a first name is provided, gifted mediums can do so with an impressive degree of accuracy and specificity.

This experimental protocol was deliberately designed to eliminate conventional explanations for the results achieved and provide evidence for non-local information transfer.

While it remains to be seen how sceptics will react to this impressive body of evidence, it must be recognised that the data collected does not prove life after death, though it adds considerably to the body of evidence in favour of that explanation for mediumship.

Beischel’s mediumship research is about much more than pulling the rug from beneath the feet of dedicated sceptics with closed minds. As a scientist, she is particularly intrigued by the mechanics of mediumship and its implications and believes many benefits could emerge from a better understanding.

She recalls her own and only sitting with a medium. At the outset, Angela asked whether she wanted a psychic reading or communication with some deceased. Beischel points out that certain gifted individuals are psychic and can “read” the past and future of the person consulting them, whereas mediums are receptive to information that comes to them from the deceased.

In both cases, a successful outcome involves obtaining “anomalous information” from somewhere. Early research suggests that psychics go in search of information about their client, psychically or telepathically, whereas mediums are receptive to information that comes to them from the deceased.

The Windbridge team have been exploring the differences between the two types of reading, both in terms of evidence received and in the perceptions of the mediums involved.

“That’s the paper we’re working on with Adam Rock right now,” Beischel explains, “and we’re finding those readings for deceased and living people share a lot of the same experiences: that whatever a medium is doing is they’re using some kind of psychic ability, which was no surprise.

“What’s really interesting with this small pilot study involving 10 mediums, is that they are asked to do a reading for a living person and a reading for a dead person, but they don’t know which is which. In fact, it could be two living people, two dead people or one of each. They just get a first name.

“I don’t know either: everybody’s blinded. Afterwards, they answer a questionnaire about their experience, and what we found was the experience for a living and a deceased person was very similar. But when we compare the two head-to-head, there is one statistically significant difference in this very small sample, and it related to love.

“When a reading was given for a named dead person, the medium experienced more love than she did when she was given a living person’s name – though, of course, she was not informed about whether the names were of a living or dead person.”

At some future date, if finding can be found, Beischel and her team hope to be able to use a functional MRI scanner to record the brain activity of their mediums whilst participating in such an experiment. The hope is that this will corroborate that the brain behaves differently depending on whether it is receiving information about living or dead people.

“We’re the Windbridge Institute for Applied Research, so at the end of the day applied research is really our main interest,” Beischel adds.

“We’d like to find practical ways of using the mediumship we are studying – to help people use it in their daily lives. Bereavement is an area of particular interest and I’d like to run a clinical trial that assesses the value of consultations with mediums.”

In the 80s, grief counsellors developed a new model to help the bereaved, called Continuing Bonds. This taught people that they didn’t have to accept the person had gone, instead they should accept that their relationship with that individual had changed; it has gone from being a physical to a spiritual relationship.

In addition, studies have shown that spontaneous after-death communications - feelings of a presence or other visual, auditory or sensory experiences - are very comforting to the bereaved.

“So it makes sense,” Beischel observes, “that what we call assisted after-death communications, in other words a reading with a medium, would serve the same purpose. A sort of pilot study we did certainly indicated that is the case, but we need to do it on a larger scale to see if it really is beneficial.”

And what could be more beneficial than using psychic abilities to help find missing persons?

“But that would require a lot of training and take a great deal of time to figure out exactly how to do it and build relationships with law enforcement... but it’s definitely something in which we’re interested.

“A number of mediums on our team have worked with law enforcement in their own practices,” she confides, “and one of them – Debra Martin – was remarkably successful in finding missing persons.”

NOT LONG after her sitting with a medium, Julie Beischel headed for California in the summer of 2005 to participate in a two-week parapsychology study programme run by the Institute of Noetic Sciences (IONS) in conjunction with the Rhine Research Centre.

Most of the students went off on a sightseeing tour one day but Julie decided not to, since she was familiar with the area. Mark Boccuzzi, who was from the San Francisco Bay area, had also seen the sights many times so he stayed behind, too.

They were virtually strangers, but both were intrigued by an experiment which Dean Radin, IONS senior scientist, had described and he agreed to let them try it.

“I was put in a Faraday box – a little room that was electromagnetically shielded – with a video camera. Mark was in another building with a TV screen linked to my video camera. His TV turned on and off randomly.

“Mark’s job was to try to get my attention telepathically or psychically whenever he saw me on the screen and my job was to try to be aware of that. We were both wired up and our physiology was monitored by Radin.”

The experiment demonstrated a remarkable connection between them “and we spent the next two weeks discussing this information that our bodies were talking to each other through time and space”.

Mark later moved to Tucson to be with Julie, they married and co-founded the Windbridge Institute.

Beischel and Boccuzzi will reveal more in a book they are currently working on, titled Psychic Intimacy: A Handbook for Couples.
It is not only the bereaved who could benefit from Windbridge Institute’s pioneering work. There could be health-related spin-offs for the mediums involved. By chance, Beischel reveals in Among Mediums, she discovered that “chronic medical problems may be a serious concern” for those who work in this field.

Informal enquiries among the institute’s accredited mediums showed they have seven times the incidence of autoimmune disorders compared to the general US population and they are nearly twice as likely to suffer from diabetes.

“Examining mediums’ physiology may uncover the underlying biological causes of these health issues and, in turn, lead to their management in the larger population.” And for Julie Beischel and her Windbridge Institute colleagues that could be a discovery they never set out to make.

**CONSISTENT AND SIGNIFICANT RESULTS**

YOU HAVE a sitting with a medium and receive evidence from loved ones who have passed over. But when you discuss that information with sceptics, they will argue that the medium was simply “reading” your verbal or physical responses to her cleverly-worded statements. It’s known as “cold reading”.

One scientific approach to eliminate this problem is for the medium and sitter to be beyond sight and sound. Or a proxy sitter has the reading on behalf of the person the communication is meant for.

If impressive results are still produced, sceptics will still argue that the medium was acquiring information telepathically from the proxy who was aware of the identity of the intended sitter and may have known personal details about him or her.

Sceptical criticisms of this kind led Dr Julie Beischel and her fellow researchers at Windbridge Institute to devise a system that tests mediums in a way that rules out all normal objections.

A total of 20 Windbridge Institute certified mediums were involved in 86 readings under strict conditions in a project and repeats and extends an earlier trial reported in 2007. The majority of the mediums, incidentally, are female and so, for simplicity of reporting, they are referred to as “she” or “her” in their report, regardless of their actual gender.

Both trails have achieved positive results as demonstrated in a paper titled “Anomalous Information Reception by Research Mediums Under Blind Conditions II: Replication and Extension” by Beischel, Boccuzzi, Biuso and Rock, published in Explore, the Journal of Science and Healing (Vol 11, Issue 2, published online 6 January, 2015).

In many ways, the experiment breaks all the rules. But the results are so impressive that sceptics will find it impossible to come up with plausible, normal theories to dismiss them. Here’s why:

- The sitter is asked in advance to send a mental request to a deceased person they wish to hear from on a specific day and time.
- The medium is given only a first name of the deceased.
- The sitter does not know the medium who will give the reading.
- The medium does not know who the sitter is.
- A researcher (usually Beischel) calls the medium at a pre-arranged time and records the information provided by the medium about the named deceased person. The researcher is blinded as to the identity of the sitter.
- The medium is asked to give information only about the requested deceased person.
- The sitter receives transcripts of two readings: one relates to his or her deceased person and the other is a decoy reading meant for another individual.
- The sitter assesses the accuracy of statements in both readings as they relate to the deceased person nominated.

Time and again, the volunteer sitters have been able to identify which of the two readings they receive refers to the deceased person they wished to hear from.

The researchers conclude: “Because the experimental conditions of this study eliminated normal, sensory sources for the information mediums report, a non-local source (however controversial) remains the most likely explanation for the accuracy and specificity of their statements.”

**FURTHER READING**

As well as being co-founder and director of research at the Windbridge Institute for Applied Research in Human Potential (www.windbridge.org), Julie Beischel is director of both the Spirits and Spirit Communication and the Survival and Life After Death research departments at the World Institute for Scientific Exploration (www.instituteforscientificexploration.org).

She is also Adjunct Faculty in the School of Psychology and Interdisciplinary Inquiry at Saybrook University, the world’s premier institution for humanistic studies.

Her primary interests include empirical investigations of the information reported by mediums; studies of their unique experiences and physiological, psychological, and neurophysiological characteristics; and researching the socially beneficial applications of mediumship readings.

She has made her academic studies available to a wider public in the following very readable and often entertaining ebooks that are available from Windbridge’s website:

**Among Mediums: a Scientist’s Quest for Answers From the Mouths of Mediums. Vol 1: Experiencing Communication Meaningful Messages: Making the Most of Your Mediumship Reading**

All three are also available as a single print edition: Investigating Mediums: a Windbridge Institute collection.
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AT THE very end of 2004 and ten days before the huge Indian Ocean earthquake caused giant tsunami waves to wreak havoc along the coastlines of 14 countries, wild and domestic animals seemed to know what was about to happen – and fled to safety.

According to reliable eyewitness accounts, the following events happened:

- Elephants screamed and ran for higher ground.
- Dogs refused to go outdoors.
- Flamingos abandoned their low-lying breeding areas.
- Zoo animals rushed into their shelters and could not be enticed to come back out.

It has also been noted that whereas the tsunami took over 220,000 human lives, relatively few animals were reported dead. This adds to growing speculation that animals somehow sense impending disaster: a belief that has been around for centuries.

There was a time when humans’ own instincts were more animal-based but our sixth sense has largely been replaced by language skills. It could be that our psychic ability, through time, has been largely eroded by our evolutionary development and the need to adapt to a modern environment.

In childhood, we are taught right from wrong, we are conditioned in many ways to conform to society and its own rights and wrongs. How many times is a child told not to speak about an imaginary friend? And then, naturally, parents try to protect children from the harsh realities of life.

Such things as death become taboo. Before we know it, we are conditioned for the big outside world and yet the animal kingdom largely stays as it was.

If we had kept our psychic ability throughout our human evolution and life conditioning, perhaps we, too, would be able to sense danger and fear en masse. Would we then be better prepared for nature’s harsh events? But there are many non-dangerous situations where psychic ability can also play a useful role.

One example of this latent psychic talent is something that countless of us will have experienced when we look at a house for the first time. Whether buying or renting, most people will know if a property feels right or wrong for them as soon as they walk through the door. At the end of the day, it is just bricks and mortar, but we have a feeling that it is either “right” or “wrong”.

If it feels good then fine, but if it feels wrong: why? What are we picking up? We feel the very atmosphere of the house and let our senses take things from there. Many people will identify with that and I think it’s a good example of the psychic at play.

It could be we are picking up on those who may be said to still have a presence in the vicinity, or maybe we are picking up on events from the past.

So what should we do if we fall in love with a property but our psychic senses warn us of “an atmosphere”?

Often a medium will be able to shed light on the reasons for this unease. As a medium who has been consulted in such cases, I will endeavour to seek the names of those whose presence is felt, describe events and the property’s past history, and even pick up on how an area may have looked. A medium may even sense the smells of the past.

I recall a study on TV in which a number of individuals were sat behind a one-way glass window watching people arriving and queuing for an event. Those sat behind the glass would look down for a minute or two, then look out the window and stare at those in the queue.

Analysis of the behaviour of the people in the queue showed that most of them studied the one-way window more often when the unseen observers were staring at them.

There are, of course, other classic examples of psychic intuition in everyday life. How many times have you thought
the phone was going to ring and it does? You think of someone you have not seen or perhaps thought of in months or years and suddenly run into them or hear from them. Or you have a feeling of some sort of impending doom and an event happens.

A common comment made by heart attack patients is that they had a feeling of "impending doom" days or sometimes weeks before the attack itself.

There are also numerous stories of impressive psychic premonitions. This one dates back to World War Two and shows how latent psychic ability may have warned of impending danger.

Like many mothers who feared for their family's safety during the war, Mona Miller was evacuated from London to the peaceful seaside town of Babbacombe in Devon. It seemed like a wise precaution but, shortly after her arrival there with her young children, Mrs Miller became increasingly uneasy.

"I had a feeling that I must leave Devon and return home," she told me. "At first, I dismissed the idea; why leave when I was so happy and contented despite the war going on around me?"

"But the feeling increased. The walls of my room seemed to speak to me: 'Go home to London'. I resisted the call for about four months then, one day, like a flash of light, I knew we must leave.

"On a Saturday in late 1942, we travelled back to London and a few days later I received a letter from a friend in Devon. 'Thank God you took the children on Saturday,' she wrote. 'Early Sunday morning, Jerry dropped three bombs and one fell on the house where you were living, demolishing it and killing all the neighbours on either side.'"

Mrs Miller was far from the only person to experience such forebodings during the war.

Just like the animal kingdom, do humans have a latent psychic talent that we could use to protect ourselves, to warn us of danger and to keep us safe?

The big question we still have to answer is: will this psychic ability eventually be lost by the human race or, as some people argue, will we regain this previous faculty, this sixth sense, as we evolve as a species and embrace a more spiritual way of life.
Will you be the one to unlock the secrets of the pendulum?

Successful dowser DEAN FRASER reveals the methods and challenges you to find out how it works

I COME from a long line of dowsers although, strangely, I was never literally taught from one generation to the next. Until recently, my Uncle Brian was still the trusted person in his drought-ridden Essex village for finding water for the local farmers.

Word of mouth brought people knocking on his front door and he would always help if he were able. Out would come his hazel twig and he almost always managed to find water for the grateful farmer or landowner.

Personally, I find pendulums rather more portable and practical. A pendulum can be used in places rods could never go, with the added benefit of being far more easily stowed upon my person. Pendulums are also a little more discreet; rods or twigs do tend to attract an interested bunch of expectant spectators watching with bated breath to see the “wizard” perform!

The power and potential of dowsing is vast and perhaps only limited by our imagination. There are quite a number of individuals throughout the world who make an extremely good living working as professional dowsers offering their services to oil and mineral prospecting companies.

These people tend not to shout about their discoveries or seek publicity; mainstream science has traditionally frowned upon dowsing as not being scientifically provable (although, paradoxically, there are some open-minded scientists who dowse).

When I teach dowsing, I love to surprise my students by the amazing scope of uses for a pendulum. A few of the mind-boggling, infinite number of ways a pendulum can be applied include: choosing vitamins and minerals, testing food and drink, finding lost articles, psychic development, archaeology, discovering where to go on holiday or the perfect location to live, gold or oil prospecting, to answer virtually any question or unravel the truth and – of course – also to find water!

In teaching people to dowse I always feel I am giving them the
keys to a better understanding about themselves and the sometimes hidden world around them. I still get excited with them the first time it works and share a renewed awe for this unexplainable phenomenon.

Back in 1998, I wrote a little book entitled Unlock Your Life With Pendulum Dowsing: my first tentative foray into writing. Staying in print for a couple of years, this book went on to sell over 10,000 copies in my native United Kingdom and was advertised for sale in this very publication.

Other books followed and for a little while, more by word of mouth in a small scale way, I became one of the “names” of new thought and personal growth. As invitations arrived I travelled and talked to people about a possible different way of living. Recently, I decided it was time to update my long out of print book, keeping the essence of the original intact, and opting to just layer it with the added experience gained since my youthful first venture into writing.

**Dowsing is easy**

The art of dowsing with a pendulum is remarkably simple and easy. It’s only the interpreting of the results that can become a little more challenging sometimes! You will, however, always get some sort of answer if asking a question.

The way a pendulum works is by responding to specific questions you ask of it by moving in one of three ways. The answer can be Yes, No or Maybe. It faithfully shows one of these answers every single time you ask a question and it does this by moving in a particular direction in response to the question, giving you the answer.

The movement a pendulum makes to answer a question can vary from person to person and can include clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation, forward and backward rocking, side-to-side rocking, diagonal rocking or even shaking. Don’t concern yourself with all these variations, the important movements are the ones that you yourself get.

Take the pendulum in the hand you write with and ask the question, “What is my YES response?” Your pendulum will start moving in a specific direction. Next ask the question, “What is my NO response?” and your pendulum will again start moving, this time in a different direction. Finally ask, “What is my MAYBE response?”

You have now established three different movements to answer any questions you may have: Yes, No or Maybe. If you get a Maybe response it means you either need to rephrase the question or at that particular moment there literally isn’t a Yes or No response possible and you might like to have a go again at some other time.

**So what is dowsing then?**

If dowsing has taught me anything it is that it can be amazing, enlightening and sometimes frustrating, because it does not always give you the answer you hoped for. Occasionally it can be even downright spooky when the insight gained suddenly manifests in life in a very unexpected way.

Inevitably, we come to that great unanswered question: “How does dowsing actually work?”

Oh, do you want me to tell you the answer? Sorry...I haven't got an idea! Well, okay, I do have a few, yet like anyone else my guess is as good as yours.

Many theories exist as to where the answers in dowsing come from:

- Is it coming from the etheric field of the Earth?
- Perhaps ley lines are involved?
- Is it entities from the spirit world helping us in this?
- Do the answers come from our own auras and then transmit through our fingers?
- Aliens perhaps?

My own theory is that to dowse is to be partially attuned to our own higher aspect of ourselves – call it spirit, soul or higher self: that part of us that exists on a higher level than our physical bodies.

We could be said to be literally helping ourselves when we dowse.

Give it a try. Perhaps you will be the one who will finally solve the riddle and prove beyond any doubt where the answers in dowsing are coming from.
All Worlds Are One

ROY STEMMAN

Speaking in tongues

MEMORIES of people, places and events feature prominently in reported cases of reincarnation. Typically, a child gives names of his previous parents or the village in which he lived – and research usually provides corroboration.

Since the reborn child usually incarnates in the same country as his or her previous existence, there’s no need to learn a new language. Indeed, there are only a handful of cases, as far as I am aware, where a person claiming past-life memories seems to have memories of a foreign tongue.

It’s a rare phenomenon known as glossolalia.

So imagine my surprise to learn of a woman who can speak 18 languages and attributes the skill to the fact that these languages were her mother-tongue in 18 past lives.

Maria Johnsen currently speaks Norwegian but she is also fluent in both spoken and written English, French, Russian, Chinese, Danish, Swedish and German. She also understands Bulgarian, Serbian, Persian, Afghan, Dari, Arabic, Hindi, Polish, Turkish, Italian and Japanese.

“The languages were so familiar to me when I learned them,” she told the Mirror reporter Steve Myall, that reincarnation was the most likely explanation. “I can’t think it can be anything else.”

It’s a view that several psychics have confirmed, she adds.

Maria is CEO and founder of a multilingual digital marketing company based in Trondheim, which may lead cynics to suggest that it’s just a clever story to promote the business.

But her memories extend beyond language, it seems, because she claims to have been a member of the Russian Royal family, an American Indian and also to have lived in China during the Qin Dynasty in 221 BC.

If her memory for names and dates proves to be as good as her linguistic recollections, and she cooperates with a seasoned researcher, it could provide superb evidence for rebirth.

Although I can’t speak 18 languages, I think my raised eyebrows will easily convey my scepticism about the likelihood of that happening.

Short life, long memory

THERE is now an impressive literature on the evidence for reincarnation, and the features in this issue about Wayne Dyer and his new book (pages 28-31) indicate how open most cultures are to rebirth’s possibility.

Interestingly, though the belief in past lives dates back a couple of millennia or more, the investigation and detailed examination of reported cases is a comparatively new phenomenon.

An early case, reported from Japan, concerned a boy named Katsugoro, aged eight, who said he could remember living a past life as a boy named Tozo who had died from smallpox at the age of six.

Katsugoro named the village in which he had lived – Hodokubo – and gave an elaborately-detailed description of the family home. All of this was confirmed when he was taken to the village by his grandmother.

The case was thoroughly investigated by others, including leading scholars, and the Japanese authorities even compiled a report on his claims and the subsequent investigation which corroborated his statements. Despite it being a celebrated account of rebirth, Katsugoro became a farmer and lived a simple life until his death at the age of 55.

Why do I mention it? Because, remarkably, this year is the 200th anniversary of Katsugoro’s birth and a commemorative exhibition featuring the famous reincarnation is now showing at the Shinsengumi Furusato History Museum in Hino, Tokyo, and will run through to 15 November.

“We want to pass down reports of this case to future generations as a rare example of documenting a rebirth while the person was still alive,” says Sumie Kitamura, who works for the museum.

She is a member of a group of local residents who have put together exhibits relating to Katsugoro’s life, as well as to similar Japanese rebirth cases.

Fear of paranormal surveys?

I CONFESS I take with a large pinch of salt the findings of most opinion polls, and the latest Chapman University Survey of American Fears, Wave 2 (2015) is no exception.

It sought responses on 88 different fears, such as crime, disasters, cyber attacks, technology and the government. But it also included questions on a range of paranormal beliefs, from Bigfoot to the
power of dreams.

As a result, this survey tells us that 41.4% believe places can be haunted by spirits, 26.5% believe the living and dead can communicate with each other; 20.9% are sure dreams can foretell the future; and 18.1% accept that aliens have come to Earth in modern times.

All very fascinating, but what has this to do with fear? Some of these beliefs are positive, others are neutral.

The validity of the survey was further undermined when I discovered that it is based on responses from “more than 1,500 adults from across the nation and all walks of life”.

The chances that this handful of respondents is truly representative of a population of 319 million people must surely be zero. The final nail in its coffin came from its claim to shed light “on certain characteristics of people who believe in the paranormal”.

According to the Chapman University results, these believers have the following traits: they exhibit low levels of church attendance, are non-white, Catholic, female, unmarried, have no college degree and live in the Northeast.

I’ve no idea who funds these surveys, but I could suggest a thousand better uses for the money spent.

**Taken for a ride**

FOR the 18.1% of Americans who believe Earth has been visited by aliens in modern times (see the Chapman University Survey findings) I have some good news.

The welcome news, if they fear aliens may abduct them, is that they can take out insurance against extraterrestrial kidnapping. According to Insurance Business America, the UFO Abduction Insurance Company, a Florida company that has been operating since 1987, is selling $10m (€6.5m) coverage should the occupants of a flying saucer take you away against your will.

According to the Chapman University results, these believers have the following traits: they exhibit low levels of church attendance, are non-white, Catholic, female, unmarried, have no college degree and live in the Northeast.

The welcome news, if they fear aliens may abduct them, is that they can take out insurance against extraterrestrial kidnapping. According to Insurance Business America, the UFO Abduction Insurance Company, a Florida company that has been operating since 1987, is selling $10m (€6.5m) coverage should the occupants of a flying saucer take you away against your will.

Apparentley 5,000 worried Americans have bought policies for a one-time payment of $9.99.

Before all our readers get carried away – by the offer, not by aliens – I feel it my duty to point out a couple of flaws.

First, of course, is that you’ll only get the payout if your ET abductors decide to return you. And secondly, assuming they only took you for a ride to show you other parts of the universe, you’ll not receive a lump sum award on your safe return.

Mike St Lawrence, who runs the business, explains that if a policyholder satisfies him that he or she really has had a close encounter with aliens, they will be paid just $1 a year for a period of 10 million years.

**Conan Doyle’s early beliefs**

THERE is no doubt that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was a committed Spiritualist (see his link with Worthing Spiritualist Church, page 11), but were there other religious influences earlier in his life, after he gave up Catholicism?

Roger Straughan, a Doyle enthusiast and author of A Study In Survival: Conan Doyle solves the Final Problem, has been probing the famous writer’s religious outlook prior to World War One.

He shares his discoveries with the readers of the Unitarian Society for Psychical Studies’ Journal (Issue 87), which is hardly surprising since Doyle was clearly drawn to Unitarianism as well as to a Theistic Church, run by Charles Voysey, which he attended in central London.

In his autobiography, Doyle explains that in his early years, “In a broad sense I was a Unitarian, save that I regarded the Bible with more criticism than Unitarians usually show”. And in a letter to the Press, he later wrote: “I only know four cults – the original Buddhists, the Quakers, the Unitarians, and the agnostics – who can, I think, say that they have no blood on their hands”.

Presumably, he added Spiritualism to that list after he fully embraced it.
SPIRITUAL GURU’S CANCER TREATED BY PSYCHIC SURGEON

THE internationally renowned author and motivational speaker Dr Wayne W. Dyer died on 29 August at the age of 75, just weeks before publication of his latest book, *Memories of Heaven*, co-authored with Dee Garnes.
The book is a fitting memorial to his career (see review, page 30) since it encapsulates a worldview that is spiritual and compassionate - in contrast to the outlook of some other self-help authors whose focus is more materialistic. It was not until the 1990s, however, that he acknowledged a spiritual dimension to his work.

It was confirmed in the announcement on his Facebook page: "Wayne has left his body, passing away through the night. He always said he couldn’t wait for this next adventure to begin and had no fear of dying.”

Ellen DeGeneres, comedian and TV host, was among the first to pay tribute to Dyer who had officiated at her wedding to actress Portia De Rossi.

Wayne Dyer authored almost 40 books, including inspirational, non-fiction and children’s stories, as well as creating many audio programmes and videos and being involved in two films. He also appeared on thousands of television and radio shows.

His very first book, Your Erroneous Zones (1976), became one of the best-selling books of all time, with estimated sales of 36 million copies. It was followed by titles such as Manifest Your Destiny, Wisdom of the Ages, There’s a Spiritual Solution to Every Problem, 10 Secrets for Success and Inner Peace, Change Your Thoughts – Change Your Life and The Power of Intention.

Dyer held a doctorate in educational counseling from Wayne State University and was an associate professor at St John’s University in New York. But it was his love of public speaking and communicating his philosophy to large audiences that brought him international fame and led to numerous stage and TV appearances as “the father of motivation”.

What resonated with so many people in his teachings was that they gave permission to throw off shackles and view life from a different perspective and with a new freedom.

“My purpose is to help people look at themselves and begin to shift their concepts,” he said. “Remember, we are not our country, our race, or religion. We are eternal spirits. Seeing ourselves as spiritual beings without label is a way to transform the world and reach a sacred place for all of humanity.”

On another occasion he said: “My beliefs are that the truth is a truth until you organise it, and then it becomes a lie. I don’t think that Jesus was teaching Christianity. Jesus was teaching kindness, love, concern and peace. What I tell people is don’t be Christian, be Christ-like. Don’t be Buddhist, be Buddha-like.”

Dwyer’s life, however, was not without its problems. He spoke openly about his early struggles with ego and alcoholism. He was married three times, separating from his third wife, Marcelene, with whom he had five children, in 2001, after 20 years of marriage.

A feature writer observed in September 2011: “If thoughts can perform miracles, then after suffering a heart attack, painful divorce and, more recently, leukemia, it might be said that Wayne Dyer’s theories aren’t working for him.”

Dyer admits the discovery in 2009 that he had chronic lymphocytic leukemia, which eventually leads to immune failure, was a shock. But then he learned to accept it, seeing illness and health as part of the same continuum.

He regarded the cancer as part of the body’s efforts to heal itself, regarding it as the body’s way of responding to deep psychological traumas and unresolved conflicts, usually from the failure of relationships. One reason for his own cancer, he surmised, may have been the fact that his father abandoned the family and his mother placed him in an orphanage.

As well as his own positive attitude to the disease, Dyer also accepted an invitation from a medical colleague, an eye surgeon, to seek help from the Brazilian psychic surgeon known as John of God. Instead of accompanying her to Brazil, Dyer decided to have “spiritual surgery” remotely in his hotel room in Carlsbad, San Diego, from which he linked spiritually with John of God.

Dyer gave a full account of the procedures involved in a blog (www.drwaynedyer.com) and also spoke about it in depth on two Oprah Winfrey Super Soul Sunday programmes.

Five months later he was invited to the Omega Institute in Rhinebeck, New York, to attend a four-day gathering where John of God was appearing in person. He joined the 1,500 people dressed in white who filed past the healer each day so that the spirit entities who work with him could perform various surgeries.

When it was Dyer’s turn to stand in front of John of God, the psychic surgeon said to him, simply, in Portuguese, “You are well”.

Inevitably, on the announcement of his death at the end of August, some observers wondered whether it was cancer, after all, that brought his life to an end. That question has now been answered in a Facebook posting from his family.

It reveals that the coroner’s report shows the cause of death to have been a heart attack and that no trace of leukemia was found in his body.
MOST parents view their role in life as teachers, particularly when their children are young, as they endeavour to bring out the best in their offspring and prepare them for adulthood.

But a new book, Memories of Heaven, by spiritual self-help guru Dr Wayne W. Dyer (see page 28) and co-author Dee Garnes, suggests that it is we who have as much to learn from our children and grandchildren as they have from us.

Dyer, the father of eight children, was always fascinated by each new addition to his family. In fact, he says he has enjoyed a lifetime love affair with children, particularly newborns, infants and toddlers.

“I have spent countless hours simply gazing into the eyes of a brand-new arrival into our family,” he writes. “In these private moments, I often send silent inquisitive messages asking them to tell me about God and what the formless spiritual world is like.”

That may seem like a tall order for an infant that has not yet learned to talk, but Dyer believes our children have much to share with us about their life before birth and will do so when they are ready.

In support of his argument, he quotes the following line from William Wordsworth’s Ode: Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood: “Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting.”

Dyer believes that many children bring with them memories of their previous existence and are eager to share it if we will listen, until those memories fade.

It was a theme he had often discussed with Dee Garnes, a long-time friend, colleague and assistant. “We talked about how the ones who know the most about God are those who have just recently been wrapped in the arms of the Divine,” he explains.

So, soon after Dee’s first child, Marcus, was born Dyer urged her to ask him questions about God or what heaven was like. In fact, there were occasions when he
didn’t need questions, making unprompted observations of his own, such as when he placed his tiny hands on Dee’s tummy, patted it gently, and declared “Baby! Baby!”

She had no idea she was pregnant at that time, “Yet Marcus, in his infinite wisdom, sensed this beginning miracle growing within me and announced it with absolute certainty.”

Curious about this phenomenon, Dyer and Garnes decided to issue an invitation on Facebook to parents all over the world to share their experiences. The response, which ran into many thousands, was overwhelming and led to the creation of Memories of Heaven.

“So many of the stories that my own children relayed to me when they were just learning to talk, which I thought were unique to me and our family, have actually turned out to be quite universal in nature,” Dyer tells us.

“Countless people gave us almost identical stories about children reporting how they remembered choosing their parents for this journey, how they had invisible friends that only they could see, memories of past lives in the same family, visitations with God, and on and on.”

Some even spoke about long-deceased family members they knew while in a spiritual dimension.

Inevitably, the book’s content, consisting of parental testimonies, is largely anecdotal but what it lacks in hard facts – how can your child prove his or her memories of heaven are real? – it makes up for by highlighting remarkable similarities in many of the experiences.

Helpfully, the authors have grouped these memories into themed collections covering eight chapters. They range from Memories of Heaven and Memories of Past Lives to recollections of Mystical and Precognitive Wisdom and Angel Stories.

Interestingly, some of these themes mirror those that emerge in the detailed accounts of children with past life memories whose claims have been thoroughly investigated by parapsychologists.

In such cases, children discuss family names, locations, skills and customs that can be verified. Prof Ian Stevenson’s work in this field is well known. Though the evidence in Memories From Heaven is not of the same quality, its testimonies are powerful and emotional.

Els Van Poppel, a Queensland, Australia, mother whose son Cairo was born in 1993, recalls an incident when he was about 22 months old and they were walking towards a road. She grabbed his hand and told him of the dangers of traffic.

“Yeah,” he said, very matter-of-factly, “otherwise I’ll die again.”

“Die again?” I was stunned as I looked at him.

“Yeah, ‘member? When I was little and I fell and my head was on the road and the truck drove over it?”

His mother stood speechless, surprised at his sudden use of speech and trying to figure out where the bizarre and quite detailed remark came from. She asked if he had had a scary dream.

“No,” he insisted loudly. “When I was little and fell on the road and the truck drove over me, ‘member?”

He stared at her insistently, frustrated that she had apparently forgotten such a big event in his young life.

One of Dwyer’s own children, Serena, “would literally converse in a language that was foreign to everyone in our family” while she was sleeping. She also told his wife: “You are not my real mother. I have a real mother that I remember, but it’s not you.”

He summarises his openness to such recollections with these words: “I myself have had a very powerful journey to a previous life, and I have had my mind expanded by my close association with many highly respected scholars who have provided convincing testimony for the reality of the infinite spiritual realm.

“But it is out of the mouths of these babes, who have recently shown up here and still have some remnants of heaven clinging to them – which they talk about unequivocally – that we are all provided with clues to the world beyond.”

Memories of Heaven by Wayne W Dyer and Dee Garnes (Hay House UK), £9.99.
WE LIVE in a divided world. It is divided in a variety of areas: religious belief, political philosophy, social class, wealth, fame and much more.

Time and time again we see, hear of and read about how these differences affect individual lives, communities and even nations. It would not be unreasonable for an independent observer to assume that division, disagreement and conflict are humankind’s major drivers.

Indeed, to an extent this is true. Even the briefest glance at any form of news media reinforces such contentions. Claims and counter-claims over territory abound. “My bombs are less bad than your bombs” is the implication of many of these claims. When one side sends its planes to attack (or defend – depending on your viewpoint!), that side asserts its right to do so in defence of its country, citizens and commercial interests whilst, at the same time, proclaiming that “the other side” (which is also making exactly the same claims) is in violation of “something” (international law, United Nations mandates, treaties, moral justice, and so on).

As with beauty, “truth” is in the eye or mind of the one who perceives.

If a member of your family had been killed by a bullet, bomb, “improvised explosive device”, grenade, land mine, artillery shell, chemical spray, cluster bomb or any other implement of death and destruction, would you be particularly
A solution may lie in looking at those things that bring us together rather than wrench us apart.

Concerned about whether its origin was from east or west?

The posturing we hear from all sides disguises the reality – your mother, father, child, sibling, friend is gone.

A solution may lie in looking at those things that bring us together rather than wrench us apart: music, for example.

Opinions on and attitude towards music vary immensely. Just think of some of the different genres of music that can be heard across the airwaves.

Here, in the UK, you can tune in to the wonderful BBC and turn the dial to access a range of music but within a particular spectrum from Radios One, Two and Three. Then there are all the other radio stations, offering a mix across their areas of interest.

There’s something for the opera buff, the lover of 16th-century choral music, the country fan, devotees of jazz (in its many forms), the person who revels in orchestral sounds or 1970s rock’n’roll or ‘garage’ or hip-hop or ‘big band’ or …

Well, yes, I could go on (and on!) but you will have got the message by now. A huge array of types and styles, and armies of varying sizes of followers of each of those different manifestations of ‘sound’ exists. Among themselves, there will be discussion on whose version of Tchaikovsky’s 1812 overture is preferable, whose interpretation is nearest to a composer’s goal, whose playing best brings out the subtle nuances of the piece, whose rendition of the words best conveys the meaning, and so on.

In other words, we have huge numbers of people with many different viewpoints sharing their enjoyment of one or more (perhaps many) varieties of music, each responding differently to this vast range of sound produced by dozens of instruments of many shapes and sizes, plus the immense variety in what can be produced by the human instrument.

Intense discussion, disagreement, even argument – but with an understanding that one man’s “chord” is another man’s “discord”. It is because we accept that there is such a wide variation in the appreciation of “noise”, in its many guises, that we seek to accommodate as wide a range as we can, knowing that some will gain large audiences but realising that small audiences and specialist views have the right to be catered for.

Music brings together people of many nationalities, backgrounds, languages and tastes. You don’t have to be able to speak French, Italian, German, Spanish or English to listen to an operatic aria sung in one of those languages to enjoy the quality of the music and the singing.

The ear and mind resonate to the beauty of the “package” even if the mind does not understand the meaning of the words or the ear cannot pick out an “A flat” from a “C sharp”. The sound that is produced and the response it achieves transcend the minutiae. Put another way, the whole becomes so much more than the sum of its parts.

One can extend this argument to art and literature where a similar acceptance can be found of stylistic differences – from “the Old Masters” to the Impressionists, from Shakespeare to J K Rowling.

We reach a simple conclusion: we are individuals, with an enormous variety of tastes, likes and dislikes, with no-one having the right to claim to be wiser or more knowledgeable – and certainly not better or more right – than any other.

Sport is an excellent example of an activity that is seen to divide but also link us in a shared interest. Sportsmen and women from every country in the world are currently gearing-up for what will be a once-in-a-lifetime challenge and opportunity: to compete alongside the greatest athletes in their area of competition in the world at this time.

Most know that their chances of standing on the podium and having a medal (gold, silver or bronze) placed around their neck is well-nigh impossible; yet however slight or great their chance, they will train until they almost crack under the strain, happy to get the opportunity to
be amongst those who run fastest, throw furthest or jump highest. They will compete and use every morsel of effort, courage, skill and determination, come what may. If they succeed, they will share their honour with their teammates and their country and if they lose they will cheer the victor, thus showing the highest of human qualities and values.

The Olympics are seen as the greatest sporting event in the world. As I write, what has been called the third greatest sporting event is taking place – the Rugby World Cup. Over a period of years, countries have been playing matches to move to the stage where they join the major rugby nations in these finals. By the time you read this, the results will be known, but already there has been jubilation and heartbreak among the 20 countries competing. The host nation, England, the country in which I live, knows it cannot reach the later stages of the tournament, whilst the country of my birth, Wales, has qualified. In eight days, the pride of England has been severely dented; the recriminations have started; the call for heads to roll made.

However, what is certain is that by next spring old rivalries in another rugby contest – the “Six Nations” of European countries – will be a call to action and endeavour; pride will again swell under English banners. What has been noticeable about the matches so far is the sense of camaraderie that has existed, with fans applauding good moves by opponents, cheers and support being given to “underdogs” and supporters coming together before, during and after matches to share the occasional cup of tea – or possibly something stronger! New friendships have been formed and respect given to nations whose rugby pedigree is limited. We have seen Canada and the USA make these finals (can it be that our American friends have finally realised how the game with the oval ball should be played?) and small island nations, represented by players with enormous pride, have done well.

The Japanese team’s victory over South Africa was certainly a shock-horror moment! Every player has stretched muscle and sinew to give their all, physically and mentally. Exhausted men have left the field of play, elated or depressed. And the sport has been enhanced by their efforts. Behind all this sporting conflict have been the themes of friendship and togetherness embodied in rugby’s anthem.

I Vow to Thee My Country and then Charlie Skarbek added words for the Rugby World Cup song, A World In Union. This took it from being national to something truly global.

It’s the World in Union
The World As One
As We Climb to Reach Our Destiny
A New Age Has Begun

What better expression of brotherhood could there be? What finer example of Unity of Purpose for the future? What greater inspiration for humankind through the values of Spiritualist truths and Principles?

The teams and fans have now dispersed to their homes all over this world but the message remains: to stand a guiding beacon to all, a dream for every individual and every nation. Let each of us commit to ensure that truly this is a World in Union and that a New Age Has Indeed Begun.
MEDIUMS are born and not made, and no amount of workshops, courses or seminars will successfully encourage the development of mediumistic skills if the potential is not already present. That has always been my view.

Although the general consensus of opinion is that everyone is psychically inclined, I am not certain that this is the case; and I am sure that intuitive skills are frequently mistaken for psychic abilities. Some people’s work seems to make them more intuitive than others and also makes it much easier for them to assess situations and people more accurately than others. This tends to occur more with those such as doctors, policemen and others who serve the general public.

Regardless of what I believe, I have no doubt at all that a person’s full potential, whatever that is, may be released and cultivated with certain exercises. This process involves various methods to encourage heightened states of sensory perception, thus encouraging the development of a person’s real skills.

Instead of focusing on one aspect of your alleged “paranormal” skill, you should really turn your consideration to all your capabilities, with the sole intention of cultivating the strongest inclination, whether that be a creative, psychic or mediumistic tendency.

My approach to development involves a holistic process, designed primarily to encourage the full development of the person you really are. Desperately wanting to be a medium does not necessarily mean that you are mediumistically inclined, any more than wanting to be a healer means that you have the power to heal.

This may well contradict the beliefs of many diehard Spiritualists who nearly always affirm that everyone is mediumistically inclined: a belief with which I totally disagree. Whatever your view, let us explore some extremely effective methods to encourage the potential you do possess.

“Whatever your view, let us explore some extremely effective methods to encourage the potential you do possess.”

GOOD VIBRATIONS AND POWERFUL MANTRAS

BY BILLY ROBERTS

MEDIUMISTIC DEVELOPMENT
PSYCHOMETRY

An ideal way of enhancing one's sensitivity and also of encouraging the gift of clairvoyance is "vibroturgy", a Rosicrucian term more commonly known in Spiritualist parlance as "psychometry". Working on the premise that all objects are impregnated with the vibrations of all those who have come in contact with them, the process involves handling a particular item, such as a piece of jewellery, perhaps a ring or watch, to see what impressions you get from it.

Ideally, it should be an item belonging to someone you do not know, but something about which the information you glean can be confirmed. During the process of psychometry, impressions quickly pass through the consciousness, so it helps to have a notepad and pen at your side to write down the images that impress you. Here's what to do:

- Sit quietly on a comfortable chair, holding the object gently in your hands with your eyes closed.
- Make sure that you hold it in both hands, using as many fingers as possible during the process.
- Now, examine all its qualities, and feel the weight of the object, its shape, texture and even its temperature.
- Within moments, images should begin to pass quickly through your mind.
- Try not to allow your mind to wander even for a moment, as this will interfere with the way your mind processes the images.
- Be mindful of unusual sensations and other impressions, however ambiguous.
- In the initial stages you will need to take a moment to make a note of everything that passes through your mind. When you become more proficient this will not be necessary.

When the exercise is over, read the things you have written down to the person who gave you the artefact. You should hopefully be amazed just how accurate you have been. Remember though, as with everything you undertake, it will improve with practice.

Psychometry can also be practised with an item of clothing or even by placing your hands on the wall of an old building. This method of divination can only really be used to ascertain the historical facts about an item and not to communicate with a disembodied entity, as many mistakenly believe.

Occasionally spirit communication does occur, particularly if it is relevant to the artefact you are holding.

TELEPATHY

Telepathy is the metaphysical process of mind-to-mind communication and is the fundamental principle underlying the process of mediumship. Although telepathy can be successfully practised between two "living" individuals, during the process of mediumistic communication, telepathy involves the transmission of thoughts from a discarnate to an incarnate mind.

During the mediumistic process of telepathic communication, extraneous thoughts (over which you have no conscious control) pass quickly through your mind. The more you experiment with telepathy, the stronger and more efficient your telepathic awareness will become. The following little exercise, for which you will need to enlist the help of four or five friends, will help:

- You should all sit quietly with your eyes closed. Breathe rhythmically until the rhythm is fully established, making certain that the inhalations and exhalations are evenly spaced.
- Mentally focus your attention on a selected member of the group, still with your eyes closed. Keep the person you have chosen in your mind for a minute or two.
- Now, send him or her a mental command, such as "scratch your face or head".
- Mentally see that person actually doing what you have instructed.
- Finally, on the conclusion of the experiment, each member
of the group should reveal who they focused on during the experiment and what instruction he or she transmitted. See how many of the group were actually aware of the telepathic transmission, and if they did what was asked of them. You can also modify the experiment by adding an idea of your own to it, just to make it even more interesting.

ENERGY AND HEALING

Some years ago, I created an exercise for dissipating negative energy and creating a powerful healing force. I call it the “spiralling mantra”, for reasons that will become apparent.

If possible (but not entirely essential), there should ideally be even numbers of men and women to make it more effective. The number of those involved is not that important, although the more people involved, the more powerful the results. In fact, the group can consist of as few as eight people and have as many as 50, or even more. Before beginning, it must be decided who is to take control of the circle, and this person will say when it will begin and conclude. Here’s what to do:

- A perfect circle should be formed, alternating between male, female and so on.
- An individual who is feeling out of sorts, or perhaps is just in need of healing, should sit in the centre of the circle with his or her eyes closed, hands resting lightly on top of one another, palms facing upward.
- Each person in the circle should have the left hand palm facing upward, with the right hand of the person seated on his or her left placed palm down on theirs; and the right hand palm down, placed on the left hand of the person on his or her right, thus forming a perfect circuit round the circle.
- The chanting is an integral part of the spiralling mantra as this, along with the closed circuit of the group, creates the power.
- Although any word with mystical significance may be chanted, I have always used the word “Ksham” (silent K and sounded as “sham”). This is the Bija-Mantra that represents Ajna, the brow chakra. It is an extremely powerful mantra that really does have a holistic effect.

- The chanting is not performed simultaneously, but with half a second between each intonation. The first person, preferably a man, inhales a complete breath before chanting “KSHAM”. The person on his left begins chanting the same as soon as she hears the sound leave his lips. Then the next person follows, so each person’s chant is slightly staggered.

- It is important to sustain the sound, if you can, until the chanting comes round to you again. Once you feel it has nearly reached you, quickly inhale a complete breath ready to release your sound.

- The chanting needs to be carried out as loudly as you possibly can, and should persist for at least five minutes.

- Remember, the hands must remain connected to the person either side of you all through the chanting process, even when the chanting has stopped, thus maintaining the circuitry.

- On the conclusion of the chanting, the group must remain silent with eyes closed for a few minutes, before rising to gently touch the person seated in the centre of the circle, thus discharging the powerful healing force into them. Whoever is seated in the centre nearly always likens the experience to being inside a belfry, giving them an invigorating and calming sensation all over. The chanting also creates a lot of heat which is felt by anyone outside the circle.

As explained earlier, the spiralling mantra is also an extremely effective way of dissipating negative energy that is perhaps the cause of paranormal disturbance of some kind. Everyone in the circle benefits in some way from the chanting experience which always leaves the entire surrounding atmosphere peaceful and serene.

The spiralling mantra is an excellent way of cleansing and streamlining the atmosphere of a Spiritualist church or centre.

Billy Roberts is available for workshops, talk and demonstrations of Clairvoyance. Email him: billyroberts01@talktalk.net
Your Spiritual Art

This month we showcase the contemporary work of energy worker Wendy Hughes from Somerset, UK. “I don’t always know what I am painting, I just paint whatever Spirit gives me,” she told Psychic News. “I was originally given various paintings for myself but then Spirit started giving me work for other people.” Below, Wendy discusses her art and how it all began.

As a child I saw Spirit, but didn’t understand what I was seeing. Then about eight years ago, I had a strong feeling I was holding a very fine paintbrush in my hand. This feeling would not go away.

Around this time I went on holiday and visited Glastonbury where I had a reading from a medium who saw a Native American man standing by my side saying I should sit with some paints and a canvas. It took me six months to build up the courage before I actually sat down to paint.

After the first painting, I took one look and burst into tears. It just looked like something a child could do. Before I started to paint, I was doodling on a paint pad to try to get used to the medium as I had never used acrylics before. A couple of weeks later, I was looking at the doodling when I saw to my surprise that I had painted two candles and a Native American Indian with one feather in his headdress.

I then had another look at the first painting on canvas I had done and realised there was form and beauty in its colours. That encouraged me to start painting again, and it just started to flow. Over the years I have done many paintings for people who sit with me. The energies come through for them on to the canvas. I have sometimes had messages that come through for the person, but usually the message is in the painting for them.

This led me on to other spiritual work; I went on to learn Usui Reiki and I am now a Reiki Master. I have always had an affinity with colour, and now I also work with crystals in a healing capacity.

The medium I work with is acrylic and I was guided to put Swarovski crystals on the paintings wherever I see dots appearing.

I never know at the time what I am painting. It is only afterwards that I stand back to look at the paintings as a whole and the following is my interpretation of them.

‘Light of the Spirit’ (left) depicts my three spirit guides revealing
Please do keep your artwork coming so we can display it in the magazine and with our followers on Facebook and Twitter. If we print your work in the magazine you will receive a surprise spiritual book or gift.

Send your art to: Psychic News, Suite 6, Thremhall Park, Start Hill, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire CM22 7WE, United Kingdom or email to: pnadverts@gmail.com

As One (above)

As One - reversed (above)

themselves to me the time I first started to paint.

‘New Life’ (page 38, top right) tells the story of a human hand wanting to remove an egg from the snake at the entrance of the cave. Inside the cave you can see the remainder of the body of the snake. As you move around the painting, you can see some sort of amphibian attacking the snake’s babies. You can then see the bones of this amphibian after the snakes have killed it, along with the remains of other dead creatures. In the middle of the painting you start to see colour again which represents birth and new blood. Standing back from the painting and looking at it overall, you can see the profile of a small child looking up to the light.

‘As One’ (above) represents balance and the male/female energies. When you look at the painting you can see the profile of a male Native American wearing a headdress with the feathers rising upwards and above his head. If you turn the painting upside down, it depicts the profile of a female Native American with her hair in braids, falling downwards.

‘A Mother’s Love’ (bottom right) is what I was given just before my mum passed to the spirit world.

Continued on page 40
'The Beginning' (top left). This is my first painting. It is the colour of creativity or the sacral chakra. At the time I was eating so many satsumas – I just couldn’t get enough of them! ‘Mother Mary’ (above). I am very often given images within the brush strokes and if you look carefully at the white in the painting, there is a vision of Mother Mary with her hands in a prayer position. ‘Unity’ (bottom left) depicts parts of people’s faces from around the world. • For more work by Wendy Hughes please see her Facebook page at: www.facebook.com/crystalstairwayart
We have three copies of Hay House’s *The Essential Louise Hay Collection* to give away as prizes in this month’s sudoku competition.

For decades, Louise Hay has helped people throughout the world discover and implement the full potential of their own creative powers for personal growth and self-healing. In this single volume, you will find three of her most beloved books:

- *You Can Heal Your Life* is a true classic, with millions of copies in print world-wide. Louise’s key message here is that “if we are willing to do the mental work, almost anything can be healed.”

- In *Heal Your Body*, Louise describes the methods she used to cure herself of cancer, which will help you discover patterns in your own health conditions that reveal a lot about yourself.

- *The Power is Within You* expands on Louise’s philosophy of “loving the self” and shows you how to overcome emotional barriers through learning to listen to your inner voice, loving the child within, and letting your true feelings surface.

*The Essential Louise Hay Collection* is the perfect read for anyone seeking insights into the mind-body connection, as well as for those who want the pleasure of finally having their favourite Louise Hay books together in one convenient volume!

Louise Hay is a metaphysical lecturer, teacher and New York Times best-selling author with more than 50 million books sold worldwide. Louise is the founder and chairman of Hay House, Inc., which disseminates books, audios, DVDs and other products that contribute to the healing of the planet.

For your chance to win one of the copies, complete the sudoku puzzle and send the numbers which appear in the shaded centre row, from left to right, along with your name and address to:

Louise Hay Collection,
Suite 6, Thremhall Park, Start Hill,
Bishops Stortford, Herts. CM22 7WE, UK.

You can also enter by email to: pneditorials@gmail.com

The closing date for entries is 4th January 2016.

---

**CONGRATULATIONS**

The winners of the August sudoku competition to win a copy of Doris Collins’ *A Woman of Spirit* and *Positive Voices* in one volume are:

- Mrs Hitchens, Helston, Cornwall;
- John Mason, Vale of Glamorgan;
- Elaine Dale, Sowerby Bridge, West Yorkshire;
- Gwen Chapman, Derbyshire;
- Vicki Bradburn, Wolverhampton.

The solution to the puzzle is: centre line numbers 736 491 258.

The winner of the James Van Praagh competition to win a Skype Reading with James is Helen Moore from Middlesex.

Answer: The best-selling book and two-part TV movie starring Ted Danson based on James’ life is *Talking To Heaven*.
THERE IS really only one word that sums up Victoria Helen Duncan’s physical mediumship to the satisfaction of sceptics and believers alike: controversial. At her best she was surely one of the United Kingdom’s best materialisation mediums. At her worst – through illness perhaps, or over-sitting – the phenomena she produced were questionable.

Sceptics dismiss her as a blatant fraud. Believers insist she possessed amazing mediumistic gifts. And the rest of us are left wondering, nearly 60 years after her passing, how various individuals could have reached such diametrically opposed views about the true nature of the phenomena they witnessed.

Critics, including some psychic researchers and groups of Spiritualists who tested her, concluded that this short, overweight Scottish woman, who was usually strip-searched before each séance, somehow managed to hide items on or within her body that she then used to simulate the appearance of spirits forming in dimly-lit séance rooms.

Even her most ardent supporters are prepared to accept that she may have faked some of the paranormal effects which were observed, or that the quality of her mediumship simply deteriorated dramatically under certain circumstances. There were police raids that reinforced that view and, of course, a widely-publicised Old Bailey war-time trial which ended in her imprisonment. This, it now seems, had more to do with the country’s security than it had to do with her mediumship.

Sceptics have had a field day ever since. But times are changing and maybe it’s now time to reassess the importance of Helen Duncan’s mediumship. The College of Psychic Studies has set the ball rolling by putting her portrait on display, alongside those of Eileen Garrett and Leonore Piper, at its Queensberry Place headquarters (see PN October 2015).

It was in this building in 1931, when it was known as the London Spiritualist Alliance (LSA), that Duncan failed to satisfy a test committee, leading to a highly critical report, suggesting that the “ectoplasm” she produced was cheesecloth which she swallowed in advance and regurgitated during a series of séances – a theory also proposed by psychical researcher Harry Price.

“So why the change of mind?”

After that failed series of test séances, we learn, senior members of the association sat with Helen Duncan elsewhere and put on record the remarkable phenomena they witnessed. They included Brigadier Roy Firebrace, one of its presidents, and Harold Vigurs, a vice-president.

As well as being a researcher and astrologer, Firebrace also served as Head of the British Military Mission in Moscow during the Second World War and held other senior security posts overseas and in the UK. He later testified that he was present at a Helen Duncan séance on 27 May, 1941, when her spirit guide, Albert Stewart, announced that a British battleship had just been sunk and 1,400 spirits had newly arrived in the afterlife. Immediately after the séance he went to his office and made enquiries of the Admiralty. Some hours later he received a phone call confirming that HMS Hood, an Admiralty-class battle cruiser, had been destroyed by two German warships. The loss was a huge blow and the Government decided that national security required the sinking to remain a secret.

Later that same year, a sailor who had drowned in the sinking of HMS Barham materialised at a séance in Portsmouth and spoke with his mother. This loss was also not an event the government wished to confirm and so, once again, Helen Duncan’s séance revelations were increasingly seen as a threat to national security.

“Brigadier Firebrace was present at a Helen Duncan séance when her spirit guide Albert Stewart announced that a British battleship had just been sunk and 1,400 spirits had newly arrived in the afterlife.”

HELEN DUNCAN
One of Britain’s best materialisation mediums?
Firebrace admitted that he was even consulted on how Helen Duncan could be prevented from revealing state secrets. "It is a fact," he stated, "that the police from Scotland Yard did come to the International Institute [for Psychical Investigation – which was founded in London in 1934 – Ed] while these stories were current, and consulted Mrs Duncan there, and myself, as to how Mrs Duncan could be prevented from giving this information."

He never revealed what advice he gave them but the implication is that they knew Helen Duncan was a genuine medium. The ensuing police raids and high-profile trial designed to ridicule her mediumistic abilities seem to have been MI5’s solution to their dilemma.

Regardless of the controversy surrounding her mediumship, it must be noted that she had numerous supporters, 300 of whom were prepared to testify on her behalf at her Old Bailey trial. Of these, 40 were called and described in detail the remarkable evidence of survival of death they had received at her séances.

A wealth of testimony can also be found in books and parapsychology journals from eyewitnesses who were satisfied that they had come face-to-face with their materialised loved ones and had meaningful conversations with them.

The following brief examples capture the essence and impact of these remarkable encounters and bear witness to the fact that no amount of cheesecloth or other artefacts could produce such results.

**Personal testimonies**

**CHILDREN:** There was at least one very successful public sitting with Mrs Duncan at the London Spiritualist Alliance rooms – the first [a reference to the series of test séances]. I was seated in the best position for seeing and hearing, not four feet from the centre opening of the cabinet curtain.

The supposed "cheese cloth" on that occasion took the form of a long kimono-like dress that looked as though it had just come from the laundry, and the supposed "rubber glove" had a daintily tucked sleevelet between it and the medium’s mouth. This had all the appearance of having been ironed and dressed for the occasion.

Should it ever be proved that these things were swallowed and regurgitated I am prepared to believe that when the whale regurgitated Jonah, the prophet found himself ready to go on to Ninevah dressed in spotless linen.

One wonders if the investigators ever saw and conversed with clever little "Peggy" [Mrs Duncan’s child guide]? This materialised child had a spirited and amusing conversation with my daughter, and she finished her diverting performance by asking for and taking a drink of water from the hand of Miss Phillimore.

If dancing, singing, reciting and talking little "Peggy" was a regurgitation, then Mrs Duncan should be on the halls swallowing rubbish and disgorging it as apparently live children for the amusement of the public.

There were two other materialisations at the sitting, both of young girls of about 10 and 13 respectively. Both shook hands with the sitters they had come for, and these hands were reported to be warm and life-like. I saw the bare arm and delicate little fingers of the younger girl, and can vouch for the fact that they looked just like those of a young girl. Mrs Duncan is about sixteen stone weight, so that personation is out of the question....

It is obvious from the published official report that at this sitting, open to members of the LSA and their friends, phenomena were obtained which were denied to the committee of investigators. Why? I wonder? If we can find the answer to that query we shall know how best to obtain and foster physical mediumship in the future. – Scottish actor and playwright Graham Moffat, writing in Two Worlds, 18 September, 1931.

**ALBERT:** My most extraordinary experience with Helen Duncan was (I think this is unique, I don’t know anybody else who has had it) being invited into the cabinet with her and to watch the whole process of materialisation taking place from scratch. I saw the ectoplasm extruding from her ears, her mouth, her nostrils and gradually billowing and forming the shape, six feet high, of the guide who called himself Albert, and then watched him slowly sink and disappear into the ground. – Maurice Barbanell, Editor, Psychic News.

**HUNGARIAN:** "At this same séance I was particularly intrigued by the presence of several Hungarian people ... two of them started to cry when a lady mother figure, purporting to be their deceased mother, appeared in front of me and started to speak to them in what was obviously their native language. As you will know, Helen Duncan was not a great linguist – even in English!" – Harvey Lingwood, quoted in an assessment of Helen Duncan’s mediumship by Lew Sutton, SPR Paranormal Review, April 2010.

**SALUTE:** During the period 1950 to March 1955 Shirley Chubb, who became a Minister of the Spiritualists’ National Union (SNU), sat with Helen on six occasions. The results were variable but one séance, in particular, was “absolutely fantastic”.

The first outstanding materialisation was the son of church organist Melvyn Brookes who was killed during the Battle of Britain: “I saw him come out of the cabinet, stand in front of his father and salute”. There was no mistaking him for Helen Duncan, she added, “as he was a very good-looking young man”.

The second evidential materialisation involved church healer Bert Raynes, who lost one of his daughters, Winnie, at the age of ten. “I saw Winnie come out of the cabinet and try to sit on her father’s knee and then gradually it [the ectoplasm] went down to the floor and back to the cabinet.” – Quoted by Lew Sutton, SPR Paranormal Review, April 2010.

**MOTHER:** The curtain was drawn by something and a figure stepped out. The
figure was much smaller than Mrs Duncan and much thinner and it had the face of my mother. For the first time since I was two years old I found myself speechless.

As far as I was concerned there was absolutely no doubt about it; my mother had been dead then for only about six months and she looked exactly as she did before her last illness. She looked at me; I suppose she expected me to say something, but as I said, I couldn’t do it; she didn’t say anything but nodded in a very characteristic way.

The experience is really quite uncommunicable but yet, to me, it was highly significant. A moment later she disappeared. She sank into the floor, as it were. The light was quite good and there could have been no doubt about it. – Lucian Landau, London businessman.

MOUSTACHE: Albert asked “Mrs Hankey and her daughter” to step into the centre. As far as we were aware, only two or three people knew that I was present and not in London. Ectoplasm snaked to the centre near us at floor level and rose to about 18 inches from our faces. The characteristic smell of ectoplasm was markedly present. A face having built up ... we both found that Helen Duncan’s powers had waned to the extent that ectoplasmic moustache plonked on the upper lip where the owner had, in my knowledge of him, only had a suggestion of a small white ‘toothbrush’ military moustache.

This prompted me to exclaim, “Ooooh, moustache”, which evoked a peremptory remark of annoyance from him. It was, nevertheless, an utterly characteristic chiding, and I would have recognised him from his tone even had his facial features not been recognisable.

Later, when asked for my impressions, I remarked that the two features that seemed wrong were the moustache and his very blue eyes. My mother reminded me that his eyes had been remarkably blue and that, in earlier years, his moustache had been of the style manifest in the sitting. Both facts were corroborated at a later date from a colour portrait.

Albert then asked Mrs Hankey to sit down but requested her daughter to remain in the centre of the ring as the next person was for her alone. Subsequently, Muriel Hankey reported that at that stage she began to think that something was amiss, for she felt certain that she knew all my relations and friends who had died.

Albert’s description was of “a young girl, who passed with a condition of the lower part of her body”. I apologised, and said I knew no such person. Instantly the whirling mass of ectoplasm around my legs sprang like an Indian-rope-trick rope to my face level, and resolved in the space of 3-4 seconds into the strong, clearly-defined features of an old schoolfellow who had died of cancer of the uterus a year before.

She was older than I was, and therefore her death had not been significant for me. My mother had never met her, as we were not exact contemporaries. After the exchange of a few remarks, during which I undertook to transmit a message to two people—which promise I fulfilled in due course—her materialisation collapsed to the floor and the amorphous ectoplasm was withdrawn....

At a much later sitting, in London, we both found that Helen Duncan’s powers had waned to the extent that ectoplasm was so scanty that it merely produced malformed features over her own face. Although we considered it to be poor, neither of us ever considered it to be deception. – Extracted from letter written by Denise Iredell and published in the SPR Journal, July 1986.

TALKING HEAD: My father appeared, linked his arm with mine and, with great force, turned me bodily round so that we faced the audience. But this was eclipsed by the officer son of a woman present in the audience.

He was a big lanky fellow, six feet tall, who had been killed in the war. He spoke most earnestly and with great love to his mother, asking her to arrange a private sitting with Mrs Duncan, as he had something to tell her which he could not say in front of other people.

When he disappeared, the legs and trunk dissolved. The head, however, remained for a little while on the floor, still talking. Then he shouted, “Mother dear, don’t forget, don’t forget, will you?”

Never in my life had I seen a “dead” man’s head on the bare boards of a room, still talking for all he was worth! – George Rulf, Psychic News, 4 July, 1964.

SIGNATURE: Then the curtains opened again in the corner of the cabinet near where he sat. His wife’s fully materialised form emerged, her beautiful face clearly visible and easily recognisable. She conversed for several minutes with him quite naturally — about intimate details known only to them. Before she left she said she would write him a note. At the end of the séance, on a small table inside the cabinet where paper and pencil lay, he found the name Pat inscribed. It was an exact replica of his wife’s earthly signature. – Testimony of sceptical Spiritualist Frank Stirrup to the spirit return of his wife, Olive: Psychic News, 7 January, 1967.
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KURT LELAND edited the first scholarly edition of C.W. Leadbeater’s *The Chakras* and has recently published *Invisible Worlds; Annie Besant on Psychic and Spiritual Development*. I began by asking him about her attitude to Spiritualism.

Annie Besant left Christianity for Rationalism, but her early investigations in the 1880s did not convince her of Spiritualism. Yet, later, we find her conveying news of Theosophist pioneers, by then in the next world, to fellow followers. How could this be?

I think it is clear from her autobiographical writings that Besant was a spiritual seeker, even when she left the Church of England for atheism. From there, she went on to support the Freethought movement, advocating for the right of non-believers to express themselves without censorship and to have a voice in government despite the existence of a state religion.

She studied science at university level (though she was denied a degree because of her beliefs), and threw her weight behind socialism – all this in addition to the Spiritualist explorations you mention.

I have seen evidence that she read the autobiographical writings of the great American medium Andrew Jackson Davis, so her interest was not that of a séance dabbler. I think she was seriously seeking some way to integrate her desire to be of service to humanity, her spiritual urges, her political rights work, and her scientific studies into a personal and universal philosophy of life.

She found that philosophy in the writings of H. P. Blavatsky. I think it probable that she was finally convinced of the reality of non-fraudulent séance phenomena when she encountered explanations that made sense to her in Blavatsky’s work, which attempted to offer a comprehensive theory for many spiritual phenomena, from table-turning to astral projection.

Though Blavatsky warned against what could be called an unintelligent or uninformed use of mediumship in contacting the dead – and her warnings have been misread as condemnation by both Theosophists and Spiritualists –
Blavatsky had nothing against raising our consciousness to the point of contact with the dead in their own realm or noticing and engaging in conversation with them if they should appear to us of their own accord. I think it likely that Besant’s communications were of these types.

Both you and Lis Warwood in Australia are familiar with press reports of Annie Besant attending a materialisation séance there in 1894 (see sidebar). And there’s a later visit by her to a Spiritualist camp in the United States. She also lectured several times to the London Spiritualist Alliance. What was her attitude to organised Spiritualism?

What I have read of Besant’s remarks to and about Spiritualism seems tolerant and respectful, without necessarily being open-minded. In her belief, explanations by Spiritualists of mediumship and séance phenomena were a subset of a more comprehensive set of explanations developed by Madame Blavatsky.

I see Besant trying to develop rapport with members of the Spiritualist movement by mending fences over Blavatsky’s oppositional and confrontational rhetoric about Spiritualist teachings and practices in the 1870s and 1880s. At the same time, Besant sought to expand their perspective as a missionary for the Theosophical viewpoint.

I am unfamiliar with how these mixed intentions were received by her audience. She came, she saw, she talked brilliantly — as she always did — but I think it is safe to say she did not conquer. Nor should she have.

An unbiased comparative study of Spiritualism and Theosophy would indicate far more reciprocal influence between them than present-day Spiritualists and Theosophists may be aware of, and than the latter would likely admit.

You have recently edited an anthology “Invisible Worlds; Annie Besant on Psychic and Spiritual Development”. Would not some Theosophists see no place for psychic development?

This is an old Theosophical Society (TS) issue that goes back as far as Besant’s time. Of the Society’s three objects, the only binding one is the advocacy of universal brotherhood. Some Theosophists feel that service to humanity is sufficient cause for the existence of the Society and that the investigation of spiritual phenomena — another of the three objects — is a waste of time and a distraction.

In the writings I chose for the book, Besant makes some nice distinctions. One is between psychic development and spiritual unfolding. The former involves impatiently and forcefully developing our subtle bodies and inner senses for the sake of acquiring spiritual power, often for selfish ends; the latter involves patiently and organically unfolding what we are by developing a sense of oneness with others at each level of being (physical, astral/emotional, mental, and spiritual), on a journey back to oneness with the Source of all being.

Powers develop naturally in the course of our service to others as we extend our ability to serve on to ever higher planes. In this sense, I believe a case can be made for the value of exploring and developing (or unfolding) our spiritual potential — as long as our motivation is unselfish service.

Annie cooperated for many years with the clairvoyant C.W. Leadbeater. His book “The Chakras” has had immense influence, not least among Spiritualist mediums. But given that he was not always accurate (about people living on Mars, for example, or even his own date of birth) should we take him seriously?

Over the years, I have developed a theory of spiritual teachers: they all come with flaws in their personality and teachings. Our task is not to give away our power to decide for ourselves what is or is not of value in emulating their lives and adopting the ideas and practices they advocate. We are not being fair to them when we want them to be perfect in all ways — they, too, are ascending the ladder back to oneness with the Source. It is up to us to discern where they are on that ladder, what they have mastered, and what they still have to learn.

We develop our own inner senses when we apply them to such a project, comparing their teachings with those of other past and present teachers, and only then deciding what to accept or reject.

I believe this is one reason why the second of the Society’s three objects is to study comparative religion, science, and philosophy. Such study acts as a check on getting carried away with any inner or outer teachings and teachers we may come into contact with.

When Leadbeater is demonstrating the ways our inner senses interact with our daily lives, whether we are awake, asleep, or astral projecting, I find much of value to reflect on, and perhaps to experiment with.

When he is reporting on what humans were doing in one million BC or on Mars, he seems to me no more talented as a writer or a clairvoyant than an Edwardian author of boys’ adventure stories — less interesting, even, than later pulp fiction and comic books.

You have written some groundbreaking books about lucid dreams, out of the body and near death phenomena, using your own experiences in relation to current research. How does Theosophy help in understanding those phenomena?

As Besant was, I have been attracted to the apparent comprehensiveness of Theosophical teachings for describing spiritual phenomena. As an astral projector for over 40 years and a conscious channel for more than 30 years, I have collected many personal accounts of such phenomena from my own experience and from that of associates, clients and students.
The following incident is little known to either Spiritualists or Theosophists. Spiritualist historian Lis Warwood in Australia has made a special study of the medium concerned, and kindly opened her files to assist Kurt Leland and Leslie Price.

Kurt Leland reports:
In late 1894, while touring Australia as a lecturer for the Theosophical Society, Annie Besant became embroiled in a controversy concerning Spiritualist medium Annie Fairlamb Mellon (1856-1939). Mellon was a well-known materialisation medium, originally from Newcastle upon Tyne. W.T. Stead had pronounced her the only trustworthy materialisation medium in England. At the time of Besant’s visit, Mellon was creating a sensation in Sydney. Besant was invited to attend a séance held by Mellon on 30 September 1894, at which she witnessed several apparitions, including one of a young black girl named Cissie, who shyly approached her. Besant said, “Come along, dear,” and the form brought her a flower and received one from Besant. On October 12, while Besant was touring in New Zealand, Mellon was “exposed” at a similar séance in Sydney – though witnesses agree only that a scuffle occurred in which an audience member attempted to grab Cissie to prove she was Mrs Mellon herself.

Besant said, “Come along, dear,” and the form brought her a flower and received one from Besant. On October 12, while Besant was touring in New Zealand, Mellon was “exposed” at a similar séance in Sydney – though witnesses agree only that a scuffle occurred in which an audience member attempted to grab Cissie to prove she was Mrs Mellon herself.

On three occasions in November, Mellon was tested under strictly controlled conditions by a select group including Justice Sir William Windeyer and several members of Parliament, resulting in a signed affidavit that several apparitions were seen during each séance.

In Melbourne at the time, Besant expressed sympathy for Mrs Mellon in interviews and lectures, since “materialisations could not always be produced,” and if none should appear, the medium would have to submit “to abuse” or “resort to fraud” to satisfy the fee-paying audience.

“Every allowance should be made” for mediums, who often had “a delicate organisation” and were “inclined to hysteria.” (Besant was among the first to rush in to Mellon’s cabinet to ensure she was well after the 30 September séance – and even held her hands.)

“Furthermore,” she told her audiences, people “should disregard newspaper scoffing at spiritualism, much of which was written by men more accustomed to report race meetings.” She stated that though she had attended the séance as an observer rather than an investigator, she “found no cause to doubt the bona fides of that medium.”

Lis Warwood explained to us:
Interestingly, Annie Mellon was not charging people to attend her séances. Apart from the initial series of séances set up by the Sydney Psychological Society shortly after she arrived in Australia in February 1892, and once her husband had obtained employment, she held her séances as private affairs for Spiritualists.

Certainly, there was no fee involved for the séance at which Thomas Henry claimed he had exposed her. Because there was no fee he could not, and nor could the authorities, take any legal action against her over the alleged fraud.

The séance Besant attended, strictly speaking, was held by Charles MacCarthy, with Annie Mellon as the medium. It is unclear whether any fee was involved for attendees; certainly Besant was not required to pay a fee, nor was the Sunday Times representative who attended the séance.

When I began a deep immersion in Theosophical teachings ten years ago, I was astonished to find how mutually corroborating these teachings were with my own experience. I found categories developed more than a century ago that were still relevant for identifying hundreds of personal experiences. I also found suggestions and hints of new possibilities of consciousness to explore that had never occurred to me, and that eventuated in further personal discoveries.

The experiential aspect of Theosophy (the word itself means “direct knowledge of God”) seems largely to have been lost in current practice. I have found in my work as a national lecturer for the Theosophical Society in America that people value the possibility of seeing how the theories they read about, play out in actual practice and daily-lived experience. The teachings come alive again.

This problem does not seem to exist in contemporary Spiritualism, which never lost the experiential component.

You can read more about Kurt Leland’s work on his website www.kurtleland.com

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

WHAT DID MRS BESANT SAY TO THE MATERIALISATION?

The following incident is little known to either Spiritualists or Theosophists. Spiritualist historian Lis Warwood in Australia has made a special study of the medium concerned, and kindly opened her files to assist Kurt Leland and Leslie Price.

Annie Besant and Charles Webster Leadbeater
In each issue we will give £10 to the author of the letter we find the most interesting.

Brave decision

I WELCOME the news that the College of Psychic Studies (CPS) has welcomed Helen Duncan back into the fold by including her portrait in one of the rooms at its Queensberry Place headquarters (PN October 2015).

I’m sure she was difficult to deal with at times – some mediums are. I am also certain that her desire to earn as much as possible from her mediumship to provide for her large family during the war years may have clouded her judgment as far as the frequency of her séances were concerned and that would have affected the quality of the results.

But it is right that she should be judged on the very best of her mediumistic results, rather than on those that were less than convincing.

Sometimes, we only see a person’s true worth in retrospect and that certainly seems to be the case with the CPS’s brave decision to give her a place of honour on its walls.

How pleasing, too, to see that the third generation of the Duncans’ family, in the form of her granddaughter, Maggie Hain, continues to campaign on Helen’s behalf in the hope that one day she will be pardoned for her imprisonment under the old Witchcraft Act 1735.

Heraldine McAllister
(via email)

[For the very best of Helen Duncan see pages 42-44 – Editor]

Were they blessings, not exorcisms?

ALTHOUGH Wendy Stokes’ article Helping Lost Souls (PN October 2015) was interesting, I would like to take issue with her about a few of the cases she cites, where she seems to have assumed that possession of a living person by an invading discarnate entity took place. In these cases, I doubt it.

First, Salvador Dali. From a Wikipedia entry about the flamboyant artist, I gather that a friend who was a priest, and a former member of a religious order, may have carried out an “exorcism” at Dali’s request. No priest may undertake exorcism without the agreement of his diocesan bishop, and there is conventionally only one exorcist in a diocese. There is no reference in what I have read to episcopal permission having been sought or given, so I wonder if what was done was a blessing, which any priest may perform at his discretion.

Next, Mother Teresa. From reading material on the Internet, I gather that an “exorcism prayer” was said by a hospital chaplain at the request of the local archbishop, a fellow patient in the same hospital where Mother Teresa was being treated for a heart condition.

At the time, she was also suffering very badly from insomnia. The nature of the “exorcism prayer” is not specified. I do wonder, again, if the chaplain performed not an exorcism but a blessing, much more discreet and perhaps less disruptive in a hospital setting. Whatever was done, Mother Teresa was able thereafter to sleep.

Lastly, Anneliese Michel. From more Internet reading, I understand that this unfortunate young woman was very, very devout, taking her pious practices to irrational extremes. She managed to convince herself that she had to fast in order to atone for the sinfulness of the world.

She was experiencing some of the symptoms of schizophrenia, which treatment in hospital did not seem to be helping, so she returned to her parents. They must have found themselves in an impossible situation, trying to care for someone determined on a fast amounting to a hunger strike.

During the trial after Anneliese’s death, the prosecuting lawyers did not ask for custodial sentences for either the parents, who they seemed to feel had suffered enough, or for the two priests involved. Although the court conviction was for homicide, only fines were imposed. This looks to me like a tacit acknowledgment that neither the parents nor the priests had been able by any means to persuade Anneliese to break her self-imposed fast.

This looks to me like a tacit acknowledgment that neither the parents nor the priests had been able by any means to persuade Anneliese to break her self-imposed fast. In the aftermath of the court case, the opinion of another priest who was also a psychiatrist was that there had never been an invading entity to exorcise, but that Anneliese’s problems were wholly medical in origin.

Mary Temple-Munan
(via email)
Let’s not restrict mediums’ potential

I NORMALLY find reading extracts of Craig Hamilton-Parker’s publications factually benign and would agree with much of what is said.

However, reading through the recent extract on Working With Trance States (PN October 2015) I felt compelled to write and offer a balance to much of the skewed, though I’m sure well meaning, ideas published.

Like Craig, I too am frustrated as to what gets portrayed as genuine trance within our churches and circles. However, I feel there is always a danger that we inadvertently allow these concerns of public perception to distort and bias how we consider the development of trance should naturally progress.

Craig in his extract seemed to imply that any genuine trance doesn’t involve the medium adopting mannerisms from the spirit control. This is obviously nonsense as even the slightest of blending between the spirit communicator and the medium can cause the medium to display mannerisms and gestures both physical and vocal from the spirit communicator.

I would agree there is always the aspect of the medium’s own psyche involved in the trance that may affect the mannerisms or even produce them, but this is simply the natural process of development. We must always remember that the development of trance, as with all forms of Spiritualist phenomena, will necessitate to some degree the emotional and psychological development of the medium.

As FWH Myers once remarked, on why he found it difficult to communicate from the spirit world, it would be easier if “I had a simple sensitive” to work through. As such, we have to allow the developing medium to be free to explore their development without the confines or restrictions of public perception.

I’m also concerned about Craig’s remark that trance mediumship should only be developed once the medium is fully developed as a mental medium. Apart from the obvious comment that trance is also a form of mental mediumship, I question this rationale when we consider the many great Spiritualist pioneers who were never public demonstrating mediums.

They were, nevertheless, sometimes found quite accidentally to be marvellous trance mediums and contributed to our current understanding of the spirit world through their trance communications and addresses.

To say one must develop one aspect of their mediumship before development of the other, simply imposes unnecessary and man-made restrictions upon the medium’s development, which at best may delay and at worst destroy any potential the developing medium may have.

Chris Connelly, MSc,
DSNU (via email)

I agree – the Bible contradicts itself

UNDER the heading, “My Question for Sidney and William” (PN October 2015), Mr Desmond Long asks, “Why do they insist on presenting scripture as literally true?”

Well, I cannot speak for William, but I was addressing those who do believe that all scripture is true. For me, the Bible contains a plethora of myths from Egypt, Persia and Babylon. And Jesus is a heady mixture of Osiris, Mithras, Attis, Adonis, Dionysus and Apollo of Tyana.

You are right, Mr Long; words have been put into Jesus’s mouth. His words about foxes having holes and wolves having lairs but the Son of Man having nowhere to lay his head, is in fact the lament of Tiberius Gracchus (200BC) as recorded by Plutarch.

And at Math 23:35, Jesus is made to refer to an event which, according to Josephus, took place 37 years later. “Let he who is without sin cast the first stone” is also spurious.

Mr Long informs me that the Bible contradicts itself. True, Mr Long. Compare Math 1:16 with Luke 3:23. One insists that Jesus’s grandfather was Jacob and another, Heli. I could give enough examples to fill another three pages.

Mr Long quotes “Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live.” Indeed, compare that to “Thou shalt not kill”!

We are in total agreement, Mr Long. I feel that you have misunderstood my letter.

Sidney Clark,
Norfolk
BEFORE the time of written language, art was used to communicate. The oldest images are found in caves and are believed to have been created by shamans (visionaries and tribal leaders) who travelled into the spirit realms to gain information.

Today, our core values are still the same, for instance, maintaining ourselves and our family, caring for others, and we have home building, relationships, work, health and other concerns, as did the ancients.

This deck of cards bridges the ages by bringing healing and wisdom from the past. Cave art has inspired the designs of these cards which provide a window into the world of our ancestors.

Handprints are one of the oldest signs of human presence and often appear in caves. For this reason an outstretched handprint is used as a template upon which to place the cards for the reading. A booklet provides information on how to prepare for a reading, how to frame questions, how to deepen levels of understanding, and how to read the cards using the specially designed foldout template.

The cards have the Journeyer and the Companion Card plus five suits described as Spirits, Ancestors, Shamans, Hunters and Dancers, each with distinctive meanings. The Hand has areas of Midworld, Cave of Earth, Spiritworld, Cave of Rivers, Cave of Hearth Fires, Cave of Winds and Cave of Ice, each with their own relevance.

For those who love cave art, this is a joyous and inspirational oracle deck which can be used by beginners or experienced readers.

Foresight enables us to find a way toward our own destiny. It takes us safely past obstacles or traps, beyond stormy seas into calmer waters. For our ancestors, the ability to imagine what might happen next would often have meant the difference between life and death. In our own lives, foresight means being prepared for every eventuality.

The Shaman of Foresight helps us to work on our expectations so that we are ready for whatever life throws at us. The image on this card shows the handprint enclosed in a cage; foresight shows us how we may avoid such captivity in the first place.

Keywords: Preparedness, Being watchful, Transcending the moment, Looking ahead, Interpreting signs, Taking advice, Acting intentionally, Listening to instincts, dreams and visions.

John Matthews is a practising shaman and spiritual teacher and the author of dozens of influential spiritual books, screenplays, songs and other works. He lives in Oxford with his wife, Caitlin, also a spiritual teacher.

Wil Kinghan has provided the artwork to many popular card decks and worked on the illustrations on this deck to make it accessible to the reader.


Wendy Stokes (www.wendystokes.co.uk)
OUT OF A MEDIUM’S MOUTH:
Spiritualism in Ireland
By Michael R Flood
[Kindle Edition only]
available from Amazon
RRP UK £5.99    US $9.24    187 pages
The people of Ireland are known throughout the world for being especially loyal to their own kin, yet sociological factors contribute greatly to a reduced freedom of religious expression. However, this is changing in modern Ireland. With more and more people looking elsewhere for answers to life’s burning questions – answers that orthodox religion is failing to provide – numbers attending Spiritualist services are on the increase. We need only look to social media to discover the growing number of Spiritualist groups and individual mediums who live and work in Ireland. Although attendance at a Spiritualist service or demonstration of mediumship does not necessarily denote a change of religious belief, the growing number of attendees does indicate an open-mindedness in favour of Spiritualism.

Mediumship demonstrates the philosophy that life continues after physical death – and this brings hope to a great many people. It is the Spiritualist movement which promotes mediumship around the world. Michael R. Flood’s book, Out of a Medium’s Mouth, recalls important moments in the history of Spiritualism in Ireland, from before the time of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s visit in 1925 to today’s Spiritualist pioneers, who are working hard to uphold their philosophy all over Ireland.

Michael gives us an in-depth view of the origins of Spiritualism in Ireland and examines its philosophy and understanding through the appearance of its many groups and individuals over the last 150 years. Interest in Spiritualism is clearly growing, as the people of Ireland search for a deeper understanding of life, death and the afterlife.

THOUGHTS OF THE GREATS:
commented on in the light of the teaching of the Masters –
General discourse on wisdom
By Vitaliano Bilotta
RRP UK £6.10    US $10.50
142 pages
Vitaliano Bilotta has studied the philosophy of reincarnation for over forty years. He became interested in the idea of reincarnation through his contact with great mediums who handed down impressive teaching embracing reality in all its aspects.

These teachings he makes known to others by applying them to everyday life. In these pages the author has woven together scenes from the lives of two sales representatives who, as they travel together, pass the hours sharing their passion for knowledge. In open, good-humoured dialogue, together they trace the paths of knowledge.

The thought of the great masters, from Buddha to Confucius to Jesus, is applied here in a clear, simple way to the large and small matters of life, giving rise to a philosophy which is an aid to life in the modern age, as the mind expands and discovers new horizons. The true aim of this book is to transmit the teachings which come via the guides to those who need it, for we believe that the teachings are not given to us to keep hidden. They are for guidance and support.

Vitaliano Bilotta has published more than twenty books, many also in eBook form. This is the second title to have been translated into English.

A GIFT OF HOPE:
Daily words from the silence
Compiled by Heather Marlow
RRP UK £11.99    US $17.99
378 pages
Noise has become part of our daily life, and for the most part we do not hear it. We have become so used to a continual drone that we have forgotten the sound of silence. Yet it is from there that we have connection with our true self. All emanates from the stillness of silence. It is when we return – and move into the stillness – that we find we are completely refreshed and renewed.

These daily words have come from the space of stillness and silence. Each one was given and written down with love and the hope that they will help you remember that love is the true essence and most important part of life. It is the giving and receiving of love that allows happiness to develop, thus giving the ability to spread happiness to all.

Heather Marlow has been teaching yoga and meditation for over 35 years. During this time she sat with the late great Ursula Roberts, the renowned medium and spiritual teacher. When in her circle Heather started working as a trance medium. The words in A Gift of Hope have been given during her own daily meditations.
Autumn

GHOSTS OF LINCOLN
Discovering his paranormal legacy
By Adam Selzer
RRP UK £12.99 US $15.99
360 pages

Bone-chilling truths about one of history’s most important ghosts. Abraham Lincoln is one of the most haunted – and haunting – presidents in US history. Sightings of Lincoln’s ghost, as well as the ghost of his assassin, have been reported for more than 150 years.

Visited by eerie premonitions, morbid dreams, and unusual events that seem too bizarre to be coincidence, Lincoln has become the source of dozens of myths and paranormal mysteries. Investigating everything from obscure séance transcripts and nearly forgotten newspaper articles to the most peculiar paranormal claims, Ghosts of Lincoln digs deep into the annals of history and reveals the fascinating true stories behind the tales, rumours and lore.

Adam Selzer is an author, tour guide, and historian who specialises in places that are said to be haunted. He appears regularly on TV and the radio speaking about the stranger side of US history. Sightings of Lincoln’s ghost, haunted – and haunting – presidents in American history and is the author of such books as Ghosts of Chicago, The Smart Aleck’s Guide to American History, and Flickering Empire: How Chicago Invented the US Film Industry as well as nearly a dozen published novels.

CONSCIOUS WRITING:
Discover your true voice through mindfulness and more
By Julia McCutchen
256 pages

Conscious Writing is an original approach to deep creative awakening that leads you to discover your true self and express your true voice – on the page and in the world. It’s a journey of self-realization (conscious) and self-expression (creativity) that can be applied to any and all types of writing, and fluently blends soul with craft to reveal your richest insights and ideas.

Whether you dream of writing but haven’t started yet or are an experienced author, Julia McCutchen will guide you through this tried and tested step-by-step process for releasing your fears and writing what you are truly here to write.

Drawing on an inspiring mix of perennial wisdom, psychological research and modern neuroscience, Julia teaches how to:

• Apply the seven Core Principles for personal experience of transpersonal Truth, and emerge transformed and ready to write
• Align all aspects of yourself - body, emotions, mind and soul - to bring your whole self to the creative writing process
• Dive into deep creative flow and play with possibilities in the quantum realm of infinite potential
• Visit the Conscious Writing Sanctuary, a powerful inner space out of which timeless words flow freely

• Realise your full potential and effortlessly stand out from the crowd as you express yourself consciously and creatively as an author in the world

Julia McCutchen is an author, intuitive mentor and the founder and creative director of the International Association of Conscious & Creative Writers (IACCW).

Following a successful career as a publisher of spiritual and personal development books (Element and Random House) she experienced a life-changing accident in 1999 that triggered a series of major quantum leaps in her spiritual awakening.

Today, Julia guides people to discover their true selves and express their true voices – on the page and in the world.

ORACLE CARDS
JAPARIDZE TAROT
By Nino Japaridze,
book by Steve Lucas
RRP UK £27.01 US $29.95
178 page book, 78 cards

Japaridze Tarot is a reimagining of the tarot universe through the visionary lens of leading Parisian contemporary artist, Nino Japaridze. In each of her 78 collage-style surrealist paintings she boldly explores the many layers of esoteric symbolism in tarot, revealing its transformative powers. Her unique interpretations of the Minor Arcana delve deep into elemental, as well as numerical associations. This deluxe set includes a 178-page book with full-colour artwork accompanied by descriptions and divinatory meanings to guide the reader through the Fool’s journey toward self-knowledge.

Steve Lucas is the owner and director of the Gallery of Surrealism, a gallery, bookstore and publishing house specialising in Surrealist and Neo-Romantic art. Born in the United States in 1959 and well-travelled as a child, Steve became an art dealer at an early age and opened the first of several art businesses when he was twenty-two years old. He lives and works in New York and Paris and has a son, Lyle.

Please send your newly published books, CDs and card decks for consideration to: Psychic Press Ltd, Suite 6, Thremhall Park, Start Hill, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire, CM22 7WE, UK

Please note: Items will not be returned unless packaging with sufficient postage is supplied

All titles are available from www.amazon.co.uk or www.amazon.com unless otherwise stated
FREE YOUR SPIRIT

to unfold your Spiritual Pathway in

THE INTERNATIONAL SPIRITUALIST FEDERATION

Be intrigued by the depths of spirit knowledge and understanding shared by all members from countries around the world.

Enrich your life with the spirit of friendship and the friendship of Spirit.

Stay connected to the websites below for the next nurturing event where international tutors, guided by Spirit, encourage the development of all spiritual gifts.

www.isfederation.org  www.theisf.com

International Spiritualist Federation Membership:

to apply email: membership@theisf.com
or use the application form in “Yours Fraternally” magazine

ACADEMY OF ANGELIC HEALING

Angel and Healing Workshops, Courses and Consultations in Harrow, London and RETREATS IN MENORCA

with Jayn Lee Miller
Teacher, Author and Spiritual Medium since 1972

Email: info@healingangels.co.uk for event listings
Tel: 020 8422 9308

PSYCHICFOX.CO.UK

TEXT TAROT to PLUS QUESTION 82070

Texts cost £1.50 per message, we may send you a maximum of 5 billed message replies

0911 102 2681

Calls cost £1.50 per minute plus network extras

Cruise Focus is offering *Psychic News* readers the chance to enter their prize draw to win a twin or double inside cabin for two on board their May 2016 Psychic Cruise with Gordon Smith on P&O’s fabulous Ventura (18th - 22nd May 2016). There will be a monthly draw with a £20 Cruise Focus voucher as the prize. The monthly winners will then go into the final draw for the cruise. The final draw will take place on 5th February 2016. The closing date for entries is 31st January 2016. The draw is open to *Psychic News* readers, Cruise Focus clients and visitors to Cruise Focus’s website.

To enter and read the full terms and conditions, visit:

www.cruisefocus.co.uk/winacruise

---

**SCOTTISH SPIRITUAL COLLEGE**

Seminar at Stirling University, Scotland  
18th – 25th June 2016

£250.00 includes all workshops and self-catering accommodation  
Workshops include: Mediumship, Tarot, Divination, Runes, Psychic Art, Angels, Crystals, Colour, Dowsing, Inspirational Writing, EFT etc.  
PROGRAMME AVAILABLE

For further information contact Kate on: 01355 276410  
e-mail: holistichealers.ssc@tiscali.co.uk  
website: www.scot-spirit-coll.co.uk

---

**A New World in the making**

People everywhere are waking up and long for change, convinced that a better world is possible.  
Awaited by people of all faiths and none, Maitreya, the World Teacher, is here to inspire us to re-build our world.  
He says: “Sharing and Justice, Brotherhood and Freedom are not new concepts. From the dawn of time mankind has linked his aspiration to these beckoning stars. Now, My friends, shall we anchor them in the world.”

**Benjamin Creme Lecture Film and Transmission Meditation**

Saturday 28 November  
1.30pm to 5pm  
Friends House  
173 Euston Road  
London NW1 2BJ  
(Opposite Euston station)  
Tel: 020 7482 1113  
Admission free

www.share-international.org

---

**A RESIDENTIAL SEMINAR**

The Healing Light Spiritual Centre  
FRIDAY 26th – SUNDAY 28th OF FEBRUARY 2016

Join us for a residential psychic & mediumistic development seminar at the luxurious, three star, Windsor Hotel in Worthing.  
With Tutors Darren Brittain, Marlene Woolgar & Jackie Wright DSNU  
who have many years of international experience in bringing out the best in their students at all levels. So if you are an absolute beginner or someone already working as a psychic or medium, this weekend has something to offer you.

The price of the seminar package is £235 based on two sharing a room. Please telephone 01273 - 422892 for further information. Or email dwoo7457786@aol.com for a booking form and terms & conditions.

Visit The Healing Light Spiritual Centre website for full information.  
www.thehealinglight.net
VIOLET ROSE MOON
SPIRITUAL CENTRE & TAROT CAVERN
Waterside Centre, 26 Avenue Road,
South Norwood, London SE25 4DX
Tel: 020 8251 7165
Mobile: 07930 809 172
email: violetmoonpsychic@outlook.com
website: violetmoonpsychics.com
Shop online at: www.violetmooncentre.co.uk
Readings available daily by appointment only
Special Events held monthly
Holistic Products, Incense and Crystals, Events, Workshops, Development Circles, Spiritual Healing, Therapy, Party Bookings Welcome

NOVEMBER EVENTS
Channelling and Trance Development
Monday 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th ~ 1pm - 2.30pm & 7pm - 8.30pm
£50 for all sessions or £12 for a single session
Wednesday 4th, 11th, 18th and 25th ~ 7pm - 8.30pm
£40 for all sessions or £12 for a single session
Developing Your Psychic Gift
Thursday 5th, 12th, 19th & 26th ~ 1.30pm - 3pm
£40 for all sessions or £12 for a single session
Spirit Speak Their Truth – Channelled Communication
Friday 6th ~ 7pm - 8.15pm ~ £6
Spirit Release Workshop with Kristin Sunday 8th ~ 10am - 4pm ~ £40
(2 parts of the Lightworkers’ Series)
Activation of the Arcturian Circuit of Light with Adargoma
Thursday 12th ~ 7pm - 9pm ~ £25
Introduction to Angelic Energies with Kristin
Friday 13th ~ 7pm - 9.30pm ~ £25
Meet your guardian angels and learn to connect to those of others
Mindful Practices with Dr Hagen Rampes
Wednesday 18th ~ 6pm - 7pm ~ £10
Protecting Your Rainbow or High Vibration Child with Kristin
Friday 20th ~ 7pm - 9pm ~ £25
Demonstration of Clairvoyance Friday 27th ~ 7pm - 8.15pm ~ £5
Lightworkers’ Modular Course with Ann Marie, Katrina & Kristin
Saturday 28th ~ 10am - 4pm ~ Module 5 and 6
Sunday 29th ~ 10am - 4pm ~ Module 7 and 8

All books available worldwide from:
www.josephspeak.com
or send cheque made payable to Band of Light Media Ltd.
to: 10 Sparrowble Row, Briercliffe, Burnley, Lancashire, BB10 30W, U.K.
eBook versions available from:
amazon
BARNES&NOBLE

The JOSEPH Communications
If you only read one spiritual book in your lifetime, make it YOUR LIFE AFTER DEATH
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE AFTERLIFE
Your final destination is anything but final!
Opportunities and wonders wait for you beyond physical death.

Authored by Joseph, a highly evolved spirit who has lived in an enlightened sphere for millennia, this new book delivers arguably the most comprehensive account ever written of what lies ahead for you when you leave this world behind.

‘The most amazing and authoritative account of the spiritual world.’
Geoffrey Keyte—Healing International
‘Thanks to Joseph I am having a fabulous old age—hope is one thing, knowledge another.’
Pauline Hutchins
‘The beautiful journey of on-going evolution for the soul described in the book is profoundly meaningful and feels so “right”.’
Eugenie Heraty

Also available in The Joseph Communications series:
Revelation: who you are, why you’re here
£15.45 (inc. UK p&p).
Illumination: change yourself, change the world
£14.45 (inc. UK p&p).
The Fall: you were there, it’s why you’re here
£16.95 (inc. UK p&p).
Trance Mission: enlightening, informing – Joseph in public
£21.95 (inc. UK p&p).
From Here to Infinity: new perspectives on your life and world
£16.95 (inc. UK p&p).

The Harry Edwards Healing Sanctuary is a charity supporting people worldwide through our Distant and Contact Healing services.
HEALING RETREATS WORKSHOPS HEALER TRAINING
Burros Lea, Hock Lane, Sheere, Surrey GU5 9QG
Tel: 01483 202054

The Harry Edwards Healing Sanctuary is a charity supporting people worldwide through our Distant and Contact Healing services.
HEALING RETREATS WORKSHOPS HEALER TRAINING
Burros Lea, Hock Lane, Sheere, Surrey GU5 9QG
Tel: 01483 202054

Clearly Destiny
12 Woburn Walk, London WC1H 0HJ
Tel: 020 7387 0358 Mob: 07948 922414
www.clearlydestiny.co.uk
or find us on Facebook
Email: clearlydestiny@gmail.com
Open Monday to Friday 10am-5.30pm and Saturday 10am-4pm

NOVEMBER EVENTS
Channelling and Trance Development
Monday 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th ~ 1pm - 2.30pm & 7pm - 8.30pm
£50 for all sessions or £12 for a single session
Wednesday 4th, 11th, 18th and 25th ~ 7pm - 8.30pm
£40 for all sessions or £12 for a single session
Developing Your Psychic Gift
Thursday 5th, 12th, 19th & 26th ~ 1.30pm - 3pm
£40 for all sessions or £12 for a single session
Spirit Speak Their Truth – Channelled Communication
Friday 6th ~ 7pm - 8.15pm ~ £6
Spirit Release Workshop with Kristin Sunday 8th ~ 10am - 4pm ~ £40
(2 parts of the Lightworkers’ Series)
Activation of the Arcturian Circuit of Light with Adargoma
Thursday 12th ~ 7pm - 9pm ~ £25
Introduction to Angelic Energies with Kristin
Friday 13th ~ 7pm - 9.30pm ~ £25
Meet your guardian angels and learn to connect to those of others
Mindful Practices with Dr Hagen Rampes
Wednesday 18th ~ 6pm - 7pm ~ £10
Protecting Your Rainbow or High Vibration Child with Kristin
Friday 20th ~ 7pm - 9pm ~ £25
Demonstration of Clairvoyance Friday 27th ~ 7pm - 8.15pm ~ £5
Lightworkers’ Modular Course with Ann Marie, Katrina & Kristin
Saturday 28th ~ 10am - 4pm ~ Module 5 and 6
Sunday 29th ~ 10am - 4pm ~ Module 7 and 8
YOUR CHANCE TO SAY
“THANKS”
TO COLIN FRY
...and help rescued dogs in Spain

Colin’s civil partner Mikey is continuing with the Rainbow Lodge Dog Sanctuary project they embarked on in Spain in his memory. The land has been purchased but funds are required to build and equip it. If you wish to express your appreciation of Colin’s work you can make a donation at

www.gofundme.com/ej2ggs48

Don’t miss
‘Two Worlds’!

Founded in 1887 by famous Victorian medium Emma Hardinge Britten, “Two Worlds” is Spiritualism’s 76-page independent monthly magazine

Now you can read it online for just £18.00 a year!

To take out a digital or postal subscription, please visit our new website (where there are two FREE copies) at

www.twoworldsmag.co.uk

If you would like a FREE copy sent by post, please write to “Two Worlds,” PO Box 55307, London SE16 6WW

Alternatively, e-mail your name and address or give us a call.

Tel: 020-7064 8000
E-mail: tortzen@globalnet.co.uk

BREATHEING NATURE
The beautiful new atmospheric CD by Rami Shaafi
Running time 57.08 mins
RRP £10 plus p&p
Available from
www.ramivana.com
Download available at Amazon

FRIENDS OF SPIRIT
Regular Evenings of Mediumship
Held on the last Friday of each month
7.30pm at:
Passmore Edwards Institute
13-15 Hayle Terrace, Hayle,
Cornwall TR27 4BU

Call for information: 01209 610613
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AMONG MEDIUMS:
A Scientist’s Quest for Answers

Can psychic mediums really talk to the dead?
Following the suicide of her mother and an evidential mediumship reading, Dr. Julie Beischel forfeited a potentially lucrative career in the pharmaceutical industry to pursue rigorous scientific research with mediums full-time. Among Mediums is an accessible, bite-sized review of her 10-year journey and the answers she discovered along the way. Her writing is concise, non-technical, conversational, and entertaining.
Dr. Beischel discusses her research investigating the accuracy and specificity of information reported by mediums; unique aspects of mediums’ experiences, psychology, and physiology; and the potentially useful social applications of mediumship readings in fields including bereavement, end-of-life care, and forensics.
All sales support independent research.

Available from Amazon now

THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION
13 Pembridge Place,
London W2 4XB
secretary@spiritualmission.co.uk
www.spiritualmission.co.uk
Tel (Mob): 07930 362 492

Church Activities
Sunday Services 11am & 6.30pm
Wednesdays 7.30pm for an Hour of Clairvoyance

Spiritual Healing
Mondays 11am-1pm, 2pm-3pm and 5pm-7pm
Thursdays 5-7pm
For Special Events, Courses & Workshops please see our website
Animal Healing ~ Mondays 11am-1pm
All domestic pets welcome

ETERNAL FLAME
by Rochelle Jones

Have you ever...
Experienced déjà vu?
Fallen in love at first sight?
Met someone you feel you have always known?
Eternal Flame is just such a story, inspired by a true case known to the author.

Available in hardback or E-book from Amazon
at £8.98 or £5.99.
Also from eBay at £8.99 or direct from author on 07784 947248.
For more information visit the website antrobuspages.com/EternalFlame.htm
JOURNEY INTO THE LIGHT
(incorporating Rescue Work)
by Iris Wright

Bill and Iris Wright have been working mediums for 30 years and during that time have had experience of many home circles. Eventually, in 1996, Spirit Guides advised them that they were now ready to do some ‘Rescue Work in circle’ should they wish to do so. This was agreed upon by all present. Many came through to be helped, and conversations with lost spirits were taped as they were helped over into the Light of the Spirit World. These were then copied down by Iris to be put in book form along with the medium’s own experiences. Many different personalities came through. This makes interesting reading for the layperson or for those who wish to know more as understanding becomes their own.

Priced at £8.99 + £1 p&p.
Order from: Iris Wright, Rainbows End, 5 Harbour Hill Road, Poole, Dorset, BH15 3PX
Published by Con-Psy Publications. P.O. Box 14, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 0UF
ISBN 9781898680529

To advertise in Psychic News
call:
01279 874339
or email: pnadverts@gmail.com

HALF PRICE ADVERTISING OFFER
Amazing 50% discount off all rates

This time of year can be expensive for many of us, so we thought we’d help by reducing our advertising prices by an amazing 50% for all NEW bookings made before 31st January 2016. Your adverts can appear at any time during 2017, so now’s a good time to plan for the year ahead.

As Psychic News’s circulation continues to grow worldwide, now’s the time to let the world know about your products, services, events, courses, spiritual centres and churches.

For details email: pnadverts@gmail.com or call: 01279 874339

Space is limited, so please book early to avoid disappointment. See the examples (left & below) to see how much you can save.
MIND, BODY & SPIRIT FAYRE
Sunday 1st November
The Mercure, South Marston Hotel,
Old Vicarage Lane,
South Marston, Swindon,
Wiltshire SN3 4SH
11am to 7pm
Admission £2
Tel: 01793 528500
Mobile: 0770 492 3677
Email: hellysmail@yahoo.com
Free Parking at venue
Excellent Readers:
Tarot with Mystic Ruth,
Psychic Medium Jane Shaw-Cunningham
from London,
Psychic Medium Cheryl Timmins,
Psychic Kitty Phillips
and more
Aura Camera with Carol,
Fully Qualified Therapist Brenda Colton of
Thyme to Unwynd,
World of Esoteric Crystals,
Brizak Jewellery, Himalayan Salt Lamps,
Rowan’s Closet,
Inner Peace Holistic Therapies
plus
Free Talks and Workshops
www.spirit-tarot.co.uk

LISTEN TO THE SPIRITUALIST SONG
Spiritual Age
by Nicky Beckitt Robson and Coral Ryder and
watch the video celebrating Hydesville at
www.psychicnews.org.uk

An Ideal Christmas Present
Angel Diary 2016
Angelic Inspired
Daily Sayings
and Information
on Angels
Cost £7.50p

Special rate for
Psychic News
readers:
£6.00 + free p&p
to UK addresses
To order call Bobbie on
07968 570704
or email: info@angeldiary.co.uk

At Silent Voices Ltd we are
happy to present excellent
customer services in all
areas of the paranormal.
We run Ghost Hunts all around
the country in amazing locations
for the public, and are always
available for private call outs for
house clearances and new home blessings. We have a
beautiful little shop based in Teignmouth, Devon, stocked
with all you need to live a spiritual life and stunning gifts
to illuminate and inspire.

www.silentvoices.doomby.com
28 Fore Street, Teignmouth, Devon TQ148DZ
Phone number: 01626 437010
The digital revolution is here
Read Psychic News at any time anywhere on any electronic device
Phone • Computer
iPad • Tablet • Kindle
Includes additional video content to accompany many features*

Download a FREE SAMPLE COPY now for the full Psychic News experience

Type Psychic News in the search box at:
www.pocketmags.com

* Video content is included in the sample copy and every issue from June 2014. Internet connection required.
FREE

Development Listings

Are you looking for sitters to join your development circle – or starting a new one?

Are you looking for a circle?

Psychic News wants to put readers in touch with development groups and circles in their area.

We will advertise your details free of charge for three issues, as long as it costs no more than £3 (US$5) to join or attend the group or circle.

Email your wording (up to 45 words) to:

pnadverts@gmail.com

or post details to:

Psychic News Circle,
Suite 6, Thremhall Park, Start Hill,
Bishops Stortford, Herts. CM22 7WE

Please ensure your name and contact details are included on all correspondence.

Psychic News reserves the right to refuse or remove these notices at any time.

CIRCLE WANTED

Dedicated and sincere female extremely interested in joining her first circle in the Teesside/Northern region.

Please phone Becky on:

0785 212 8708

GRANTS

The Spiritual Truth Foundation helps Spiritualists in need, or with unexpected expenditure, by financial grants.

Last year we made grants totalling £15,000

Apply with spiritual background and reasons for request to:

Grants Secretary, STF, c/o Box No 010,
Psychic Press Ltd, Suite 6, Thremhall Park, Start Hill,
Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire CM22 7WE

www.silverbirchpublishing.co.uk

WEBSITES

https://sites.google.com/site/elthamspiritualistchurch

www.snu.org.uk

www.snuui.org

www.arthurfindlaycollege.org

www.arthurfindlaycentre.org

www.noumic.com

Spiritualism

www.raybrownhealing.com

www.spiritsinc.co.uk

www.auhs20yrs.co.uk

www.lilianemitchell-starr.com

www.dunfermlineask.co.uk

www.tomjohnstonspiritualistmedium.com

www.enidblytonbio.co.uk

www.sandyingham.co.uk

www.garypsychicportraits.co.uk

www.learn-to-be-a-medium.co.uk

www.iclairvoyant.com

www.spiritsintheroom.com

www.chrisratterpsychicsurgeon.com

www.adamjamesberry.com

www.southandwest.webs.com

www.johnbartley-hypnotherapist.co.uk

www.pennyhayward.co.uk

www.ershamstar.co.uk

www.artofspirit.co.uk

www.treeofpastlife.co.uk

www.speakswithspirits.co.uk

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

60p per word inc VAT

77 cents (US)

Churches/Centres: 40p per word

62 cents (US)

Website address = 4 words

Discounts for block bookings

2-3 adverts = 5%, 4-6 adverts = 10%

7-12 adverts = 20%, Over 12 = 30%

Call: 01279 874339 or email:

pnadverts@gmail.com

or write to:

Psychic Press Ltd, Suite 6, Thremhall Park, Start Hill,
Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire CM22 7WE, UK

Cheques payable to ‘Psychic Press Ltd’
PSYCHIC LYNNE
Gifted Medium, Clairvoyant and Natural Healer
Also works with Tarot and Crystals.
All Cards Welcome
Call: 0113 278 4222
Mobile: 0797 071 2749

MELANIE HALLETT
Medium and Teacher
Telephone Readings: 1hr for £40
or email:
melaniehallett@hotmail.co.uk

JAMES - Medium
Telephone Readings £15
by appointment
Tel: 0780 4871 958

MELANIE HALLETT
Medium and Teacher
Telephone Readings: 1hr for £40
or email:
melaniehallett@hotmail.co.uk

DAVID SPENCER
Experience Spiritual Medium/Clairvoyant
offering Spiritually-guided Postal Readings
Send brief letter and £25 to:
Mr D. Spencer,
22 Skylark Rise,
Tavistock,
Devon PL19 9FT

POSTAL TAROT READINGS
by Experienced Clairvoyant
Send brief letter and £20 to:
Susan Collins,
145 Waverley Avenue,
Nuneaton,
Warwickshire CV11 4RZ

PAM HODDY
Psychic Medium Teacher
Telephone Readings Available £25 per hour
Paypal accepted
TEL: 0797 1256 163

CLAIRVOYANT, PAUL
offers spiritually guided consultations in Brighton and Eastbourne and also by telephone.
My work helps those ready for change.
Please telephone
Brighton 01273 602792
for further details

PETER DOSWELL
Psychic Readings – Mediumship Readings
Pay by card
020 7111 6353
Live Chat Readings
www.peterdoswell.co.uk

JENNY
Clairvoyant Psychic Medium
Telephone Readings £25.00
Call/Text: 07792 946 444
www.jennystelephonereadings.com

SAMANTHA HATCH
Instant Telephone Readings
30 Years’ Experience
Credit Cards Accepted
01752 551919
www.thepsychic-shop.co.uk

PSYCHIC POSTAL READING £10
KELLY CUMMING
24 Baglan Heights
Port Talbot SA12 8UF

ASCENDED MASTER TEACHINGS
YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Reincarnation – Karma
The Soul – Healing
Relationships and more
Online bookstore/CDs/DVDs/
Conferences/Courses/Radio
www.SummitLighthouse.org

ACADEMY OF ANGELIC HEALING
Angel and Healing Workshops,
Courses and Consultations
in Harrow, London and
RETREATS IN MENORCA
with Jaya Lee Miller,
Teacher, Author and Spiritual Medium since 1972
Email: info@healingangels.co.uk
for Events Listing
Tel: 020 8422 9308

RETIRED GP
Advice on complementary and alternative medicine for various issues.
www.soulace.co.uk

THE SURREY HEALING SANCTUARY
Pendinghaw,
Rabies Heath Road,
Blechingley, Surrey, RH1 4NB
(near Junction 6, M25)
Email: surreyhealing@yahoo.co.uk
Contact: Alec & Marilyn Nicolas
Healing and spiritual surgery
(herbal medicine and reflexology also available)
By appointment only
(including evenings and weekends)
www.surreyhealingsanctuary.co.uk
Tel: 01883 741800

SPIRITUAL BREAKS

NEW AGE
More spiritually occult contacts, companionship,
astro links, healing, pen pals, soul mates etc.
Stamp please to:
Baraka, Golden Wheel,
Liverpool
L15 8HH

CONTACTS

SUE ACHIENG
Fully Qualified and Experienced Counsellor
Diploma Counselling. Reg MBACP.
I have been in practice for 20 years, and work in
the NHS as a Counsellor.
I also offer Spiritual Healing.
Please call:
0794 126 2804
Or email: sachieng@hotmail.com
www.person-centredcounselling.co.uk

COUNSELLING

LOOKING FOR SPIRITUAL FRIENDS
I am 66 and think it would be nice to have a
group of friends with whom I could chat about
reincarnation and other topics.
I have some fascinating stories to tell and
would love to hear yours.
I live in east London, but wherever you are it
would be nice to hear from you.
My email address is:
brianstephenson@gmail.com

OPPORTUNITIES

SPIRITUAL SERVICES

SPIRITUAL BREAKS

Alison’s Straight Talk
Psychic Services™
Honest, Direct, No-nonsense Readings
30 Years’ Experience
Complete Confidentiality
01934 527332
11am – 1am
www.straighttalkingpsychics.com
Credit & Debit cards accepted
For entertainment only

BARACKA, GOLDEN WHEEL
L15 8HH

A CLINIC
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SPIRITUAL CENTRE
GWEN SMITH & PHILIP W. WATERS
For further details please contact
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Free car parking, wheelchair access
Open Circle Tuesdays - see website
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Thursday 12th November 7.30pm
Amersham, Bucks. HP7 9JD
There are healing sessions held
or Joan Storey: 01733 269670
www.lutonnationalspiritualistchurch.co.uk
Find us on Facebook
Sunday Service 6.30pm
White Lion Road (A404),
President: Vera Lennie
veraalennie@aol.com
Find us on Facebook
Tel: 01733 347027
Tel: 01928 563462
Healing prior to & after the service
1st & 3rd Wednesday of the month
This is a description of the image.
ESSEX

BRIGHT ANGEL LODGE CANVEY SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
57 Point Road, Canvey, Essex SS8 7TD
We meet EVERY MONDAY at 7.45pm (doors open at 7pm) for an Evening of Clairvoyance with all profits going to local charities
Admission £3 on the door
Healing at 9pm (donation)
For more info telephone Philip on 0792 200 1433 / 01268 691922
We are also on facebook: Bright Angel Lodge

HAMPshire

TRULY SPIRITUAL SCHOOL OF PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT
Promotion of holistic and spiritual events and businesses
Portsmouth, Hants.
Development Courses, Workshops, Demonstrations of Mediumship and Trance Monthly Meditation Classes and Talks – Psychic Fayres
All welcome
Contact Kate on: 07800 739411
www.trulyspiritualpromotions.co.uk
www.trulytarot.com

Hertfordshire

CARPENTERS PARK CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALISTS
Bushford Scout Hall, St Georges Drive, Carpenders Park, Watford, Hertfordshire WD19 5HD
(Hall cannot be seen from road – go up drive between numbers 37 and 39 St Georges Drive)
Contact Chris Palmer: 01923 221918
Sundays 10.30am - 2pm Healing available
All are welcome – An activity table is provided for children

HITCHIN SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
Whinbush Road, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire SG5 1PZ
Tel: 07581 492507
www.hitchinspiritualistchurch.co.uk
Sunday Service 6.30pm
Healing Tuesdays 2pm & 7.30pm
Demonstrations and workshops as advertised on website
All welcome

The advertising deadline for the December issue is 8th November 2015
LINCOLNSHIRE

STARLIGHT AWARENESS GROUP
The Pavilion, Wainfleet Road, Skegness, Lincs. PE25 2EL
Contact Pat and Elsie: 01754 810680
www.starlightgroup.info
Sunday Services 1st and 3rd Sunday of every month at 6.30pm - 8pm
Also: Developing self-empowerment through meditation for elimination of past hurts creating a balance within self.
Working with spirit and universal energies. Spirit healing training and qualification (Lincolnshire Association of Healers).
Spiritual midwifery within its many forms.
Spiritual philosophy. Trance communication.

LONDON

LEWISHAM SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
65 Boone Street, Lewisham, London SE13 5SA
Website: Lewishamspiritualistchurch.com
Tel: 020 8852 7823
Mediums’ Secretary: 078 2672 3575
Sunday 6.30pm - 8pm Service
Tuesday 12.30pm - 2.30pm Private Readings
(Booking with Mediums’ Secretary) Tuesday 1pm - 2.30pm Healing
Thursday: 7.15pm - 8.30pm Healing
7.15pm - 9pm Group Readings
All welcome

HENDON INDEPENDENT SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
Cheshir Hall, Foster Street (off Brent Street), Hendon, London NW4 2AA
Enquiries: Lorraine on 020 8346 0289
www.hendonspiritualistchurch.co.uk
Every Monday at 7.30pm (except Bank Holidays)
Address and Clairvoyance
Entrance: £3 inc refreshments & raffle
2nd November LES & DENISE PILGRIM
9th November PAULINE & TERRY FIKS
16th November LESLEY TURTON
23rd November KARIM
30th November LILY DOLAN

WOODFORD SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
9 Grove Crescent, South Woodford, London E18 2JF
Enquiries: 020 8989 6149
www.woodfordchurch.com
Sunday 1st 11am - 4pm – £15
Workshop: ‘Inspired Living’ with HEATHER ANDREWS-DOBBs & musicians LAURA & JASON
Call 020 8529 8097 or 07773 127178
Monday 1st 6.30pm Divine Service
DAVE CABLE
Monday 2nd 2pm
REG BALDWIN
Saturday 7th 7.30pm £3
Evening of Mediumship with STEPHANIE BARROWS
Sunday 8th 4.30pm - 5.30pm £2
Workshop: ‘Developing Confidence in Inspirational Speaking’ with CAROL WOOD
(All proceeds to church charity)
Sunday 8th 6.30pm Divine Service
ALAN ALBISTON
Monday 9th 2pm
MARGERY GEARY
Tuesday 10th 7.30pm - 9pm Tarot Course with MIKE MATTHEWS
The course lasts for 6 weeks at a cost of £5 per session payable in advance.
Email: woodfordchurch@hotmail.co.uk to book.
Thursday 12th 7.30 - 9pm Open Circle for Platform Mediums
led by ALAN ALBISTON
No booking required
Saturday 14th 1pm - 3.30pm Private Sittings for church charity
£10 for 20 minutes Booking advised
Sunday 15th 11.30am - 4pm £17 (members £15)
includes materials
‘Make Your Own Oracle Cards’ with PAT MACNALLY & DANIEL NAUGHANE
Sunday 15th 6.30pm Divine Service
LEO & FLEDGLINGS
Monday 16th 2pm JOHN REILLEY
Sunday 21st 12noon - 3pm £6 (Members £5) Workshop: ‘Dream Connections – Part 2’ with STEPHANIE BARROWS
Sunday 22nd 11am - 4pm – £10 Shamanic Workshop
Sunday 22nd 6.30pm Divine Service
CAROL WOOD
Monday 23rd 2pm SANDY WILKINSON
Sunday 7th 7.30pm at start of Service
Mrs Ida Stenning
Enquiries: 020 8888 1992
Website: www.woodgreenspiritualistchurch.co.uk
Sunday 6.30pm Service
Wednesday 7.30pm Service
Tuesday 7.30pm - 9.00pm Healing
Thursday No Healing
All welcome

WOODFORD SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
1 Vaughan Road, Harrow, Middlesex, London HA1 1DP
Website: www.lightonthehill.moonfruit.com
Email: lightonthehill@live.co.uk
Tel: 07528 348 432
Service Times: Sunday 7.30pm - 9pm
Wednesday 7.45pm - 9pm
Healing Services: Monday 10am - 12pm
Wednesday 9.15pm - 9.45pm
Sunday 7.30pm at start of Service
All welcome

HARROW SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
1 Vaughan Road, Harrow, Middlesex, London HA1 1DP
Website: www.lightonthehill.moonfruit.com
Email: lightonthehill@live.co.uk
Tel: 07528 348 432
Service Times: Sunday 7.30pm - 9pm
Wednesday 7.45pm - 9pm
Healing Services: Monday 10am - 12pm
Wednesday 9.15pm - 9.45pm
Sunday 7.30pm at start of Service
All welcome

THE SANCTUARY OF THE SILVER CROSS
Friends’ Meeting House, York Road (opp. Sainsbury’s), Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 1QW
Founder: FRANK MECHELLE
President: LINDA CHANT
Telephone: 07779 900194
sanctuarysilvercross.co.uk
Sunday at 6.30pm Divine Service

KENTON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH AND HEALING CENTRE
35 Churchill Avenue, Kenton, Middx, HA3 0AX
Enquiries: 020 8621 3103
Website: www.woodgreenspiritualistchurch.co.uk
Sunday 6.30pm Service
Wednesday 7.30pm Service
Tuesday 7.30pm - 9.00pm Healing
Thursday No Healing
All welcome

HAMPTON HILL SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
35 Brook Road, Hampton Hill, TW12 1RG
Enquiries: 020 8941 5177
Website: www.hamptonhillspiritualists.webeden.co.uk
Sunday 6.30pm Divine Service
Wednesday 7.30pm Healing
Thursday 7.45pm Service
All welcome

FREE ADVERTISING
Does your local church, centre or spiritual shop stock Psychic News?
If not, please let them know the benefits of becoming a supplier.
They will receive a FREE ADVERT on our website and three months’ FREE ADVERTISING in the magazine when they start.
We’ll also post their special events on our Facebook and Twitter pages for free!
Plus they only pay for the copies they sell – so will only ever make a profit.
It’s win, win all the way!
Call us today on 01279 874339 or email: pnadverts@gmail.com
OXFORDSHIRE
THE KARENZA SPIRITUAL NETWORK
Cholsey Pavilion, Station Road, Cholsey, Wallingford OX10 9PT
Tel: 01491 523822
Email: info@karenzaspirit.net
Monday 9th November 7.30pm
An Evening of Mediumship with DARREN TURNER and his FLEDGLING MEDIUMS
Entry £5
Monday 7th December 7.30pm
An Evening of Mediumship with IAN SMITH
Entry £5
A warm welcome extended to everyone
Please find more information at: www.karenzaspirit.net

SOMERSET
ALCOMBE AND MINEHEAD CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
Grove Place, Manor Road, Alcombe, Minehead, Somerset TA24 6EH
Tel: 0783 110 4896
Winter Sunday Service 3.00pm (November to end of February)
Summer Sunday Service 6.30pm (March to end of October)
Healing groups, a monthly healing day, healing evenings, open circles, evenings of clairvoyance all available on various days during each month.
See our website for the full day-by-day itinerary of what our church can offer you.
www.mineheadspiritualchurch.co.uk

STAFFORDSHIRE
BURSLEM SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
87 Haywood Road, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire ST6 7AH
www.burslenspiritualistchurch.com
President: Yvonne Sargent
Tel: 01782 825717
Sunday 3.00pm Divine Service
Monday 7.30pm
Evening of Mediumship
Thursday 7.30pm
Awareness Classes
Healing Available
Special Events as advertised in the church
Naming Services, Weddings, Wedding Blessings, Funerals
All welcome

SUSSEX - EAST
SEAFORDSPIRIT
Seaford Independent Spiritualist Church, 3 Warwick Road, Seaford, East Sussex BN25 1RS
Tel 01323 737407
Email: enquiries@seafordspirit.co.uk
Website: www.seafordspirit.co.uk
Thursday 7.30pm Divine Service
Friday 10.30pm - 12 noon Healing
Clairvoyant Evenings
Alternate Saturdays 7.30pm
Demonstrations and workshops as advertised on website
All welcome

BEXHILL CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
6 Victoria Road, Bexhill on Sea, East Sussex TN39 3PD
Website: www.bexhillchristianspiritualistchurch.com
Services:
Sundays during November - March inclusive at 3.00pm
Sundays during April - October inclusive at 6.00pm
Clairvoyance:-
Every Wednesday at 3.00pm
Clairvoyance on Saturdays as advertised
Healing:
Every Tuesday 9.30am - 11.00am followed by Healing and Meditation Circle from 11.30am - 12.30pm
Workshops:
Full details on the website

WARWICKSHIRE
FRIENDS OF THE SPIRITUAL LIGHT RUGBY SPIRITUALIST CENTRE
Suite 2, The Robin Building, 25 Albert Street, Rugby, Warwickshire CV21 2SD
www.friendsofthespirituallight.co.uk
Tel: 01788 536899 or 01858 881394
E: melsprason@gmail.com
Sunday 6.30pm Divine Service
Wednesday 7.30pm
Clairvoyant Evening
Thursday 4.00pm Healing
Friday 7.30pm Open Circle
Saturday 7.00pm Special Events (see website for details)

RUGBY INDEPENDENT SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
Pennington Mews (Off Lawford Road), Rugby, Warwickshire CV21 2RG
Tel: 07854 833119
Email: rugbyindependentchurch@gmail.com
Websites:
www.rugbyindependentchurch.com
www.facebook.com/RugbySpiritualistChurch
Services:
Sunday Services 6.30pm
Clairvoyant Evenings twice monthly £4
Open Circle (Mondays 8pm) twice monthly £2
Private Readings (Saturday mornings)

WEST MIDLANDS
DUDLEY SPIRITUALIST CENTRE
Buffery Paradise Centre, Buffery Park, Dudley, West Midlands DY2 8SH
Associated to the Spiritualists’ National Union
Charity Registration 261898
Sunday Divine Service: Last Sunday in month
Doors open 2.45pm
Healing, Philosophy, Demonstration
Tuesday Healing 6.30pm - 7.15pm
Members’ Circles & Development Group 7.30pm - 9.00pm
Thursday 1st, 3rd & 5th weeks in the month
Demonstration starting at 7.30pm
Thursday Divine Service: 2nd & 4th week in month
Starting at 7.30pm (Doors 7pm)
Home Visits
Private Sittings arranged by request
Special events/services as advertised
Visit us on Facebook
A warm welcome to all

STOURBRIDGE NATIONAL SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
Union Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 1PJ
Website: www.stourbridgechurch.org.uk
Tel: 01384 825060 or 01384 823582
Sunday 6.30pm Service
Monday 2.30pm Service
Occasional Saturdays 7.30pm
Monday 1 - 2pm Healing
Thursday 7.30 - 9pm Healing
All welcome

SUTTON COLDFIELD SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
Kenelm Road, Off Manor Hill, Sutton Coldfield B73 6HD
Website: www.scsconline.co.uk
Tel: 0121 354 3266
Sunday 6.30pm Service
Monday 1.30pm Service
Occasional Wednesdays 7.30pm
Thursday 8.00pm Healing
Saturday 11.00am Healing

Never miss a copy of PSYCHIC NEWS, place an order with your Newsagent today or SUBSCRIBE on 01279 874339 or www.psychicnews.org.uk
GREECE
SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY
OF ATHENS
“The Divine Light”
Channelled Teachings from the
highest authority of the
Heavenly Kingdom.
Various spiritual leaders, from
Socrates and St. John the Baptist to
Goethe and Newton teach invaluable
lessons to humanity.
www.divinelight.org.gr
E-mail: info@divinelight.org.gr
Address: 12 Niovis Str.,
Athens, Greece, 11252

WALES
SACRED HANDS
SPIRITUAL CENTRE
Lincoln Street, Llandysul,
Ceredigion,
Wales
SA44 4BS
www.sacred-hands.co.uk
Tel: Sonia – 01559 362128
or Carol – 01559 384989
Monday 7.30 - 9.00pm Healing: Spiritual Healing & Reiki
(Free of charge – donations welcome)
Thursday 7.30pm Divine Service
Saturday 7.30pm – 9.30pm
Open Meditation Circle
For special events and workshops
see our website

EDINBURGH
COLLEGE OF PARAPSYCHOLOGY
2 Melville Street,
Edinburgh,
Scotland,
EH3 7NS
Tel: 0131 220 1433
email: secretary@edinburghpsychiccollege.com
CLAIRVOYANCE
Wednesdays 2.30-3.30pm
Fridays 7.30-8.30pm
SPIRITUAL HEALING
Mondays 7.30-8.30pm
Wednesdays 4-5pm
PRIVATE READINGS
by appointment

Forthcoming Special Events
SHAMANIC WORKSHOP
Saturday 31st October
10.30am-5pm
Drum Healing Ceremony and Blessing, Meditation, Power Animal
Journeying, Smudging

BRIAN LYNCH, Belfast
(www.brianylynchmedium.co.uk)
Wednesday 25th November -
Saturday 28th November
Private Readings, Clairvoyance
and Workshop

TRIO OF MEDIUMS
Friday 27th November 7.30pm-9pm
Clairvoyance with
BRIAN LYNCH, Belfast,
with MARY BATTEN, Edinburgh
& BARRY HOGG, Edinburgh
Ticketed Event
College members £7
Non-members £10
For further information on all
events please see our website
www.edinburghpsychiccollege.com
A warm welcome to all

HAFAN Y COED SPIRITUAL CENTRE / RETREAT
Heol Tawe,
Abercawe,
Swansea
Tel: 01639 730985
www.hafanycoed.com
See our main advert in this issue

WREXHAM SPIRITUAL CHURCH
Quakers Meeting House,
Holt Road,
Wrexham
Phone: 01978 354 568
Divine Service
Mondays 7.30pm - 9.00pm
Development Circle
Thursdays 7.30pm
All welcome

THE LITTLE ROSE CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
Barmulloch Community Centre,
46 Wallacewell Quadrant,
Barmulloch,
Glasgow
G21 3PX
President: Gary B. Gray
Tel: 0141 347 0455
Mob: 07914 605192
Email: gagr215@aol.com
www.facebook.com/thelittlerosechurch
Service every Thursday at 7pm
All welcome

www.sacred-hands.co.uk
Tel: Sonia – 01559 362128
or Carol – 01559 384989
Monday 7.30 - 9.00pm Healing: Spiritual Healing & Reiki
(Free of charge – donations welcome)
Thursday 7.30pm Divine Service
Saturday 7.30pm – 9.30pm
Open Meditation Circle
For special events and workshops
see our website

THE GREETING PLACE FOUNDATION
SPIRITUALIST CENTRE
Douzaine Room, St Peters,
Guernsey,
Channel Islands
Enquiries to:
Margaret Phillips
Tel: 01481 256629
E-mail: greetingplace@cwgsy.net
Website: www.healingand
spiritualcentre.com
Our regular services are:
Sunday 11.00am
Address and Communication
Monday 7.30pm
Healing Group
Saturday 10.30am Healing Clinic
Other services as announced
Everyone welcome

THE OFFICE OF SPIRITUALISM
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PSYCHIC WORLD
THE VOICE OF SPIRITUALISM
Psychic World is the monthly newspaper that covers a wide variety of topics, including Spiritualism, the Paranormal, E.V.P. Physical Mediumship, Philosophy, Healing, scientific aspects of Spiritualism, News, Views and many other subjects.
Our writers include: Editor in Chief: Candy Taylor; Editor in Spirit: Ray Taylor RA; Assistant Editor: Michael Collier; Book Reviewers: Matthew A. Hatton and Samantha Hatton. Also: Matthew Hatton, Philip Schwaab, John G. Sutton, David Robinson, Melanie Winters, Stephen O’Brian, Wendy Stoles, David Thompson and Ray Jones. From the U.S.A: Marilyn Avery and John Osey. From Australia: Victor Zammit; From New Zealand: Ken Forty plan many more contributors.
Why not join the growing band of readers of Psychic World?
You can buy it from Spiritualist churches or obtain a year’s subscription of Psychic World.
For church or subscription details and a FREE copy please send a SAE to:
Psychic World Publishing Company Limited
P.O. Box 14, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 OUF
Tel: 0208 903 1993 Email: ray.pw@virgin.net

ARE YOU ILL OR IN PAIN?
ALL CONVENTIONAL TREATMENTS FAILED? THEN TRY SPIRITUAL SURGERY & HEALING WITH

MADELYN RAY BROWN
He treats most conditions including: Sciatica, neck and shoulder pain, slipped disc, arthritic, rheumatism, hiatus hernia, endometriosis, stomach pain, sinus problems, eye disorders, M.E., and post-operative pain.
Ray Brown visits Clinics around the country.
Visit our website: www.raybrownhealing.com to make an appointment or leave a message on 07831 641321.

FIONA ROBERTS
Books
Don’t miss the series:
‘MEMORIES FROM A MEDIUM’S LIFE’,
‘GHOST OF A SMILE’
& ‘VOICES’
“...an amazing writing skill.”
(Goodreads review)
“...excels with her brilliant way of writing...” (Amazon review)
Private Readings
www.spanglefish.com/ fionaroberts
07914 605192
**Spiritualist Churches and Centers in the USA**

**ARIZONA**

**ALTERNATIVE HEALING CONNECTION, UCM**  
1715 W. Northern Avenue, Ste 100, Phoenix, AZ 85021  
(623) 297-0307  
healingarts@cox.net  
www.2how2heal.com

**BLUE ROSE MINISTRY, UCM**  
755 Sheepshead Crossing Road, Cornville, AZ 86325  
928-634-6269  
blurose@wildapache.net

**CHAPEL OF SPIRITUAL HARMONY**  
1522 W. Encanto Blvd., Phoenix, AZ 85007  
(602) 253-1939  
info@chapelofspiritualharmony.com

**CHURCH OF THE LIVING SPIRIT, NSAC**  
3736 W. Wahalla Lane, Glendale, AZ 85308  
(623) 972-3916  
board@churchofthehivingspirit.org  
www.churchofthehivingspirit.com

**CHURCH OF SPIRIT AWARENESS**  
2145 West Virginia Avenue, Phoenix, AZ 85009  
(602) 257-9338  
lknlight@aol.com

**COMMUNITY INTERFAITH CHURCH**  
1202 W. Miracle Mile, Ste. 36, Tucson, AZ 85705  
(520) 861-8734  
revgeorge@hotmail.com  
www.communityinterfaithchurch.com

**CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL UNITY**  
1628 West Carter Road, Phoenix, AZ 85041  
(602) 237-7915 & (602) 405-8919

**LIGHT OF LOVE, UCM**  
2675 S. Rio Verde Drive, Cottonwood, AZ 86326  
(928) 639-2170  
hunah healing@yahoo.com

**METAMORPHOSIS SPIRITUAL CENTER**  
4041 South Turner Lane, Sierra Vista, AZ 85650  
(520) 803-0493  
revsdna@msn.com

**MYSTICAL SPIRITUALIST CHURCH**  
7162 E. Barefoot Lane, Prescott Valley, AZ 86314  
(928) 739-2900  
Rev-John@MysticalSpiritualChurch.org  
www.mysticalspiritualistchurch.org

**UNITED FELLOWSHIP CHAPEL**  
4718 E Hawthorne Street, PO Box 29097, Tucson, AZ 85732  
(520) 327-0142

**UNITED SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF MANKIND**  
1231 South Van Buren Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85711  
(520)790-7374

**ARKANSAS**

**ARKANSAS SPIRITUAL CENTER**  
PO Box 290, Anaheim, AR 72176  
(501) 882-6040

**ARKANSAS SPIRITUAL TEMPLE, UCM**  
We meet at a residence - Hillel House, 33 Banbury Drive, (near SF State University), San Francisco, CA 94132  
Service 2nd & 4th Sunday of the month  
(650) 731-4990  
sfspiritualtemple@gmail.com  
http://firstspiritualtemple.com

**CENTRAL SPIRITUALIST CHURCH, NSAC**  
2500 Marconi Avenue, #209, Sacramento, CA 95820  
(916) 652-4568  
csc.rev@gmail.com  
www.centralspirit.com

**CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL FELLOWSHIP**  
7 Cottage Lane, Twin Pines Park, Belmont, CA 94002  
(650) 368-4914  
kbtir@arrl.net

**CELEBRATION OF LIGHT CHURCH**  
1185 Vicente at 23rd Avenue in the San Francisco Humanities Building  
San Francisco, CA 94116  
(650) 692-2377

**CENTER FOR COMPASSIONATE LIVING, UCM**  
415 Cambridge Ave. #8, Palo Alto, CA 94301  
(650) 322-2242

**CENTER FOR CREATIVE LIVING, UCM**  
1460 Koll Circle, Ste. C, San Jose, CA 95112  
(408) 392-9090  
safedoti@aol.com

**CENTER FOR INFINITE GROWTH, UCM**  
2473 Rebecca Lynn Way, Santa Clara, CA 95050  
(408) 241-7555 or (919) 639-2393

**CENTER FOR INFINITE GROWTH, UCM**  
2473 Rebecca Lynn Way, Santa Clara, CA 95050  
(408) 241-7555 or (919) 639-2393

**CENTRAL SPIRITUALIST CHURCH, NSAC**  
2500 Marconi Avenue, #209, Sacramento, CA 95820  
(916) 652-4568  
csc.rev@gmail.com  
www.centralspirit.com

**CELEBRATION OF LIGHT CHURCH**  
1185 Vicente at 23rd Avenue in the San Francisco Humanities Building  
San Francisco, CA 94116  
(650) 692-2377

**CIRCLE OF LOVE SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY**  
Ahmibane, 884 Lincoln Way, #30 Auburn, CA 95603  
(916) 783-3546  
http://circleoflovespiritualistcommunity.org

**FIRST CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF NATIONAL CITY**  
1206 Coolidge Ave, National City, CA 91950  
(619) 312-1269

**FIRST SPIRITUAL TEMPLE, NSAC**  
We meet at a residence - Hillel House, 33 Banbury Drive, (near SF State University), San Francisco, CA 94132  
Service 2nd & 4th Sunday of the month  
(650) 731-4990  
sfspiritualtemple@gmail.com  
http://firstspiritualtemple.com

**FIRST SPIRITUALIST CHURCH**  
3777 42nd Street, San Diego, CA 92105, USA  
Pastor: Rev Doris Horvath  
www.1st-spiritualistchurch.org  
(619) 284-4646  
Sunday 10.00am  
Meditation and Healing Service  
Sunday 11.00am  
Lecture Service  
Plus full itinerary

**FIRST TEMPLE OF SPIRITUALISM, NSAC**  
874 Woodward Road, #33 Manteo, CA 95337  
(209) 825-3940

**FIRST UNITED SPIRITUALIST CHURCH**  
813 W. 165th Pl.  
Gardena, CA 90247  
(310) 323-4852  
jptriggs@aol.com

**FRATERNAL SPIRITUALIST CHURCH**  
4720 Kensington Drive, San Diego, CA 92116  
(619) 281-4557  
www.fraternalspiritualistchurch.org

**GODDESS TEMPLE, UCM**  
PO Box 347, Boulder Creek, CA 95006  
831-338-9584  
penny@goddesstemple.org  
http://goddesstemple.org
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone/Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHURCH OF THE GUARDIAN ANGELS OF LOVE AND ENLIGHTENMENT</strong>&lt;br&gt;69 West Street, Leominster, MA 01453&lt;br&gt;(978) 534-5982</td>
<td><strong>FIRST SPIRITUAL TEMPLE</strong>&lt;br&gt;16 Monmouth Street, Brookline, MA 02446&lt;br&gt;(617) 566-7639&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:fsf@fsf.org">fsf@fsf.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.fsf.org</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@guardianangelslodge.org">mailbox@guardianangelslodge.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.guardianangelslodge.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHURCH OF SPRINGFIELD, THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL</strong>&lt;br&gt;(243 Winthrop Street, Route 44), Springfield, MA 01105&lt;br&gt;www.firstspiritualist.com&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:contact@quincyspiritualists.org">contact@quincyspiritualists.org</a></td>
<td><strong>SWAMPSCOTT CHURCH OF SPIRITUALISM</strong>&lt;br&gt;61 Burrill Avenue, Lynn, MA 01902&lt;br&gt;(781) 595-6972</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@swampscottchurchofspiritualism.org">mailbox@swampscottchurchofspiritualism.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.swampscottchurchofspiritualism.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHURCH OF BROCKTON</strong>&lt;br&gt;Anawan Grange Hall, Junction of 44 &amp; 118&lt;br&gt;(243 Winthrop Street, Route 44), Rehobeth, MA 02769&lt;br&gt;(508) 226-6580&lt;br&gt;www.firstspiritualistchurch.com</td>
<td><strong>THE CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL LIFE</strong>&lt;br&gt;126 Merrimack Street, Methuen, MA 01844&lt;br&gt;(603) 783-4456&lt;br&gt;www.churchspirituallifenh.org</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@churchofspirituallifemh.org">mailbox@churchofspirituallifemh.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.churchofspirituallifemh.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHURCH OF SALEM</strong>&lt;br&gt;34 Warren Street, Salem, MA 01970&lt;br&gt;(978) 745-2098&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:info@firstspiritualistsalem.org">info@firstspiritualistsalem.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.firstspiritualistsalem.org</td>
<td><strong>MICHIGAN</strong>&lt;br&gt;CLEAR LIGHT CENTER, UCM&lt;br&gt;524 N. Marshall Avenue, Marshall, MI 49068&lt;br&gt;269-789-9924&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:bob@mclearlight.org">bob@mclearlight.org</a></td>
<td><strong>SPIRITUALIST CHURCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;1805 E. Ganson&lt;br&gt;Jackson, MI 49202&lt;br&gt;(517) 789 - 9196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF SPRINGFIELD, Inc.</strong>&lt;br&gt;33-37 Bliss Street, Springfield, MA 01105&lt;br&gt;(413) 732-1234&lt;br&gt;(413) 238-5506 Fax&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:sulli1942@Hughes.net">sulli1942@Hughes.net</a></td>
<td><strong>FIRST SPIRITUAL CHURCH OF QUINCY</strong>&lt;br&gt;40 West Street, Quincy, MA 02169&lt;br&gt;(617) 770-2246&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:contact@quincyspiritualists.org">contact@quincyspiritualists.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.quincyspiritualists.org</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@flintspiritual.com">mailbox@flintspiritual.com</a>&lt;br&gt;www.flintspiritual.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GREATER BOSTON CHURCH OF SPIRITUALISM</strong>&lt;br&gt;Masonic Center, 32 Church Street, Watertown, MA 02472&lt;br&gt;(617) 923-4334&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:mecrooker@aol.com">mecrooker@aol.com</a>&lt;br&gt;www.greaterbostonchurchofspiritualism.com</td>
<td><strong>THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ALLIANCE</strong>&lt;br&gt;2 Montague Avenue, P.O. Box 88, Lake Pleasant, MA 01347&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:davidjames@deltahousepress.com">davidjames@deltahousepress.com</a>&lt;br&gt;www.thenationalspiritualallianceinc.org</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@theallianceinc.org">mailbox@theallianceinc.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.theallianceinc.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLYMOUTH MASSACHUSETTS SPIRITUALIST CHURCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;131 Standish Avenue, Plymouth, MA 02360&lt;br&gt;(508) 746-7609&lt;br&gt;www.plymouthspiritualistchurch.net</td>
<td><strong>FLOWER MEMORIAL SPIRITUALIST CHURCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;430 West Bellevue Street, Leslie, MI 49251&lt;br&gt;(517) 589-9259</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@flourmemorialchurch.org">mailbox@flourmemorialchurch.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.flourmemorialchurch.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWAMPSCOTT CHURCH OF SPIRITUALISM</strong>&lt;br&gt;61 Burrill Avenue, Lynn, MA 01902&lt;br&gt;(781) 595-6972</td>
<td><strong>GOLDEN LIGHT SPIRITUALIST CHURCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;209 N. John Highland, MI 48357&lt;br&gt;(248) 625-4348</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@goldenlightspchurch.org">mailbox@goldenlightspchurch.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.goldenlightspchurch.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL LIFE</strong>&lt;br&gt;126 Merrimack Street, Methuen, MA 01844&lt;br&gt;(603) 783-4456&lt;br&gt;www.churchspirituallifenh.org</td>
<td><strong>THE GOLDEN RULE SPIRITUALIST CHURCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;0744 Old US, 31N Charlevoix, MI 49720-9422 (Bayshore)&lt;br&gt;(231) 347-9417&lt;br&gt;www.nimsc.org</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@thegoldenrulespiritualistchurch.org">mailbox@thegoldenrulespiritualistchurch.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.thegoldenrulespiritualistchurch.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEMORIAL SPIRITUALIST CHURCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;208 Euclid Avenue, Battle Creek, MI 49017&lt;br&gt;(616) 966-3011</td>
<td><strong>SPIRIT OF HARMONY CHAPEL, NSAC</strong>&lt;br&gt;504 Worthington Drive, Oxford, MI 48371&lt;br&gt;(810) 814-9172</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@spiritofharmony.chapel.org">mailbox@spiritofharmony.chapel.org</a>&lt;br&gt;www.spiritofharmony.chapel.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF THE GOOD SAMARITAN</strong>&lt;br&gt;5401 Oak Park, off Maybee Road, Box 62, Clarkston, MI (248) 673 - 5445</td>
<td><strong>SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF DIVINE LIGHT</strong>&lt;br&gt;Grand Rapids, MI 49503&lt;br&gt;(616) 363-9678&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:claudialgl@comcast.net">claudialgl@comcast.net</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@spiritualistchurchofdivine.com">mailbox@spiritualistchurchofdivine.com</a>&lt;br&gt;www.spiritualistchurchofdivine.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF TRUTH &amp; LIGHT</strong>&lt;br&gt;104 - 66th South Haven, MI 49090&lt;br&gt;(616) 637 - 4462</td>
<td><strong>SPIRITUALIST FIRST CHURCH OF TRUTH</strong>&lt;br&gt;127 Meerse SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49057&lt;br&gt;(616) 241-3387&lt;br&gt;www.firstspiritualchurchoftruth.org&lt;br&gt;www.firstspiritualchurchoftruth.org</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@spiritualistfirstchurchoftruth.com">mailbox@spiritualistfirstchurchoftruth.com</a>&lt;br&gt;www.spiritualistfirstchurchoftruth.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE FLINT SPIRITUAL CHURCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;P.O Box 530, Flint, MI 48501&lt;br&gt;<a href="mailto:pastor.rick@flintspiritual.com">pastor.rick@flintspiritual.com</a></td>
<td><strong>UNIVERSAL TEMPLE OF DIVINE POWER</strong>&lt;br&gt;5281 Addison St, Sparks, NV 89431&lt;br&gt;(775) 323-1114&lt;br&gt;Mailing Info: P.O Box 13111, Reno, NV 89507</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mailbox@universaltempleofdivinepower.com">mailbox@universaltempleofdivinepower.com</a>&lt;br&gt;www.universaltempleofdivinepower.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FLYLOW MEMORIAL SPIRITUALIST CHURCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;PO Box 22, Gilsum, NH 03448&lt;br&gt;(603) 355-8078&lt;br&gt;cyclesofspiritlive.com&lt;br&gt;<a href="http://cyclesofspiritinc.webs.com">http://cyclesofspiritinc.webs.com</a></td>
<td><strong>MINNESOTA</strong>&lt;br&gt;FIRST SPIRITUALIST CHURCH&lt;br&gt;1414 East Ninth Street, Duluth, MN (218) 724-6554</td>
<td><strong>THIRD SPIRIT OF LIFE SPIRITUALIST CHURCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;1500 First Avenue NE, Suite 112, Rochester, MN 55901 (501) 288-7239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MISSOURI</strong>&lt;br&gt;FIFTH SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF ST. LOUIS&lt;br&gt;6026 South Kingshighway Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 63109-3588&lt;br&gt;(314) 353-4779</td>
<td><strong>NEVADA</strong>&lt;br&gt;SPIRITUALIST DESERT CHURCH, NSAC&lt;br&gt;5161 Delmar Blvd, Saint Louis, MO 63108&lt;br&gt;(314) 367-3022</td>
<td><strong>NEBRASKA</strong>&lt;br&gt;SPIRITUAL SCIENCE &amp; PHILOSOPHY CHURCH, NSAC 321 Hascall Street, Omaha, NE 68108-2121 (402) 345-0101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SPIRITUAL COURSES AT HAFAN Y COED

1st - 7th November 2015: Tim & Janette Abbott: INTERACTING WITH THE SPIRIT WORLD

20th - 22nd November 2015: Wendy Hale: THE HEALER TRUST HEALER TRAINING COURSE, PART 3

8th - 10th April 2016: Cheryl Brennan: ENHANCING YOUR MEDIUMSHIP ABILITIES

2nd - 6th May 2016: Jan Higgins: PATHWAY TO THE PLATFORM

16th - 20th May 2016: Melanie Hallett: TRANCE FOR SELF AND OTHERS

27th - 29th May 2016: Denise McNulty & Scott Lornie: AN EXPLORATION OF YOUR MEDIUMSHIP

18th - 23rd July 2016: Billy Cook: SPIRITUAL TOOLBOX

13th - 20th August 2016: Moira Hawkins & Tim Abbott: PUTTING THE EVIDENCE INTO MEDIUMSHIP

5th - 9th September 2016: Jan Higgins: TRANSFIGURATION & PHYSICAL MEDIUMSHIP

19th - 23rd September 2016: Melanie Hallett: A GREATER CONNECTION TO YOUR SPIRIT GUIDES
Explore - Live - Enlighten

Discover a depth to yourself that makes life so much more meaningful.
Gain insight into your soul's purpose and full potential.

Visit Us Online at EdgarCayce.org

Explore the organization founded by America's most-documented psychic and the "father of holistic medicine," Edgar Cayce (1877-1945). Try a free issue of Venture Inward magazine and view a free video, learn to meditate with a free online course, review our holistic health database, download a free app, interpret your dreams, and more at EdgarCayce.org.

Online events and self-study courses are available at EdgarCayce.org/Online. A.R.E. Members have access to exclusive online videos, conference recordings, and all of Cayce's psychic readings!

Visit Our Headquarters in Virginia Beach, Virginia U.S.A.

Explore your body-mind-spirit potential with us: Visit EdgarCayce.org/VaBeach

Take a virtual cell phone tour of the A.R.E. Campus
- Free activities: Daily film, tour, lecture, and monthly Psychic Fairs
- Bookstore & Gift Shop
- Aura photographs
- Metaphysical library
- Meditation garden
- Stone labyrinth
- Holistic Health Center & Spa with ocean views

Life Beyond Death:
Afterlife Communication, Mediumship, and Your Eternal Soul Conference
4 Days - 4 Renowned Psychic Mediums


Nov. 5-8 | EdgarCayce.org/Conferences

We promote the oneness of God, the spiritual nature of humankind, the purposefulness of life, and the connection of body, mind and spirit.

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. • 215 67th St. Virginia Beach, VA, USA • EdgarCayce.org • +1-757-428-3588